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PREFACE TO THE SEXX>NDEDITION
The first edition of this report on CAPS Exploitation has been taken up
within six weeks of its publication. We have therefore taken the
opportunity in this second edition to include information on the latest
developments in the CAPS system.
Thesecan be summarisedbriefly as:
1)
2)
3)
4)
5)
(ME Release 4 now supports CAFSvia VME8.01; CME/2, CME/3 & CME/G3
CMERelease 4 will support VME8.11 in the sane timeframe as SV211
ICL has announcedOCI, the Relational CAPS Interface
A PSAMbenchmarkhas been madeavailable
SV211's IDMS.400 RES'I'RUCI'UREcan removerelocation/fragmentation
Items 1 and 2 will of course be good news for CME users. A COOOL/CAFS
interface was nominated by the working party as the top priority; OCI is
such an interface.
Four newsections have therefore beenaddedin this secondedition. These
are highlighted in the CONI'ENl'Slist by a " I" in the right-hand margin and
are:
3.5 The Relational CAPSInterface OCI
4.5 Using OCI
5.3 The RCI Field Trial
6.6 A PSAMbenchmark
Other changesin the body of the report are largely a consequenceof these
additions andare also markedby a " I ".
The addedsections haveelsewherebeencollected together in an addendumto
the first edition. This addendumis available from the samesources as the
report itself andhas already beenwidely distributed.
8/8/84
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MANA<m-1EN1'SUMMARY Chapter 1
The CAPS W:>rkingParty Objectives
In the summerof 1982, the ICLCUA CAPS Special Interest Group defined three
subject areas for ~rking party activity. These were:
1.1
1)
2)
3)
Interfaces with compilers anddatabases
End-userLanguagefacilities anddisplay methods
Text-handlingandoffice automation .
The CAPS SIG convenedone ~rking party to address the first subject with
the following terms of reference:
1)
2)
3)
4)
Reviewfacilities andmaprequirementsonto them
"Databaseor CAPS"or "Databaseon CAPS"
Training needsfor users to bridge to newtechniques
Prepare specifications to cover gaps in software
The ~rking party interpreted the topic broadly as the Data processing
Professional's, rather than the End-user's, view of and relationship with
CAPS. This report is the result of the workingparty's activities.
The report content for goodreasons exceedsthe terms of reference in their
strictest sense. For example,we examineQUERYMASI'ER,which is deemedto
be an end-user tool by ICL, from ooth the DP and end-user perspectives.
First, this is the only interface to CAPSin the current SV201. Secondly, I
it is necessary for the DP departri1ento understandthe end-user's inter-
face to CAPS. Thirdly, the other subjects have not yet beenaddressedby
other active workingparties.
We have, under c~ditions of confidentiality, had full access to ICL'S
plans for a CAPS/COOOLinterface and have contributed to developmentsin
this area. The introduction of such a product has beenheralded in the VME
Statementof Direction of 9th November'83 and at the CAPSSIG openmeeting
in December'83.
ICL has just announced this product as the Relational CAPS Interface RC!.
I
Wehave therefore added a preliminary outline of its facilities, techniques
and exploitation in this report.
The value of the report would not be enhancedby further delay in its
publication andwe trust that you find the following content useful.
1.2 An OVerviewof the eMS Objectives
'CAPS' in the context of this report specifically means 'CAPS-ISP' and does
not include the previous CAPS.800 product. It is only available on ICL 'SI
series 2900 computers running under the VME operating system. It is
currently marketed in two forms:
1)
2)
An enhancementkit to one or ooth of a DaJ/2' s UFEDs
A DSCwnich retails as a single free-standing unit comprisinga 1/2
DCU/2with CAPSon its UFED
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The purpose of CAPSis to allow searching for data conformingto specific
criteria off-line from the 2900Order OodeProcessor by meansof hardware.
The hardwaresearching considerably enhancesthe responsetimes for whole
or partial file-searches whilst simultaneously freeing up mainframepro-
cessing capacity. Orders of magnitudeimprovementsin speedand reduction
of OCP-loadare normal.
The introduction of CAFS into computer configurations has no effect
~Qatsoeveron existing applications software.
CAFS is transparent to the user interface. The majority of data in
existing ISAM files and IDMS databases is automatically and invisibly
accessible to CAFS via QUERYMASTER.This ensures that Users can gain
immediate benefits by installing CAPS without a large prerequisite
investmentin application software anddata restructuring.
CAPSis expectedto ease systemsdesign and can therefore be looked at as a
productivity tool. Systemand Data Design maybe donewith the inmediate
updating requirementsin mindwithout needto worry about infrequently-used
or artificial access-pathswhichcan be replaced by the CAPShardware.
Programsfeaturing ad-hocor occasional access to data maynot evenneedto
be written. SUch programs take minutes to run and days or weeks to
produce. instead, it maywell be possible for the User to perform an
interactive query using QUERYMASTERand CAFS. It has been suggestedthat
prototyping can be assisted by CAPS.
Existing systemsmayhavetheir life considerably extendedas small enhance-
ments, taking advantageof CAPShardware,maywell be able to achieve much
of whatwouldbe required by a total redesign using conventionalmethods.
CAPS gives the Data Processing Professional an opportunity to design
systemswhich are more responsive to users' real needs. Facilities that
might previously have been desirable but were rejected as being too slow
and/or costly using conventionalequipment,havenowbecomefeasible.
The si zing rules for computershave now been turned upside-downand need
re-writing as CAPShas introduced a newdimensionin c~uter hardwareand
software. Clearly CAPS is an opportunity to be grasped by the DP
professional and passed on to the users to enable themin time to create
newbusiness opportunities.
1.3 The Report Structure
The rep:>rtfirst looks at the business case for CAPS. In Chapter 2, it
examinesthe needto searching, gives a management/auditreview, considers
the role of decision support and finally presents the WOrkingParty's and
others' view of likely uses.
Chapter 3 deals with the totality of what is required to producea CAFS
system.
Chapter 4 showshow use can be madeof CAPS. It starts by looking at
existing applications and then progresses through, extending those appli-
cations, to considering entirely newsystems. Both conventional files and
IDMSdatabasesare discussed.
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In Chapter 5, we describe the experiences of the field-trial sites.
Chapter 6 considers performance and sizing topics. It looks at the basic
parameters which affect perforrnanceand considers the resources required at
design time and run time. It concludes by looking at some results returned
by early CAPS users.
In Chapter 7, we make recommendationsfor the future development of the
CAPS system.
1.4 Conclusions
We were clear until very recently that the lack of a CAPS/COBaL interface
was the rnajor current omission in ICL's CAPS offering. ICL has now
rectified this in RCI and the RCI field trial sites have actively and
successfully used the product.
ICL marketing strategy for CAPS apPears to be "CAPS with everything".
Recent product announcements would indicate that the packaging and pricing
of CAPS is aimed at selling all new 2900 computer configurations with CAPS
as an integral part of the system. Clearly the pricing of CAPS enhancement
modules makes it extremely attractive for current VME 's' Series 2900 users
to add CAPS to their configurations and obtain the performance benefits and
newopportunities that CAPSpresents. .
The CAPS product is clearly only at the starting point of a long develop-
ment path. This should not however deter users from dipping their toes in
the water at this stage. In the context of the current prices for complete
computer systems, the CAPS subsystaTI has much to offer at a low price even
in its current first development state.
p7
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THE BUSINESS CASE FOR CAPS Chapter 2
2.1 The Need for CAPS
The computer industry has invented a battery of techniques for enabling
selective access to stored data. DP departments share the indexed-file
with secretaries but are alone in their use of secondary-key, random-
access and OODASY~tabase access techniques.
However, it is often necessary to search the data in ways which are not
supported by designed-in access techniques. For ad hoc, infrequent and
unanticipated queries, the data or a large part of it rust be searchedin a
serial fashion fromend to end.
The business case for CAFS rests primarily in its ability to speed the
search of data files by an order of magnitude. This allows ad hoc
ma.nagenentinformation requests, using complex search criteria, to be
addressed at a speedand cost which is toth practical and acceptable to
manycurrent and future users of large data processing systems.
The justif ication for using CAPS in specif ic applications will obviously
vary greatly. CAFSis clearly neededfor selecting from large files but is
also proving useful for small files. These selection requirementsmaybe
the primary purpose of the systens (e.g. for Police type systems)or to
enable reports to be producedfor traditional data processing systems.
Identification of GoodCAPSApplications
Overall there must be a need for systems that involve complex data
searching, in addition to any other functions that can be handled by
simple key accessing.
2.2
Alternatively, there maybe the possibility of using CAPSsearching as a
substitute for conventional keyedaccessing, wherethis provides scope for
cheaper, simpler, and faster systens developmentand implementation.
Particular application possibilities are indicated by:
1)
2)
an extensive demandfor unpredictableonline enquiries
a numberof batch reports which can be replaced by CAFS-assisted
online queries
a databasestructure whichwouldwithout CAPShaveto be more
complicatedto copewith relatively rare processes, either occasional
batch jobs or unusual types of enquiry
a data!:asestructure whichwouldwithout CAPShaveto be rrorecompli-
cated for performancereasons
a simple ISAMfile whichwith CAFScan satisfy the requirenents that
wouldotherwise haveto be metby an IDMSdatabaseor a complex
inverted file indexing system
an ISAMfile whichwith. CAPScan be usedalongside an IDMSdatabase,
producinga hybrid systemwith the best characteristics of both
organisations
enquiries on the textual elenents stored within conventional
records whichwill be significantly assisted by CAFS
a needfor fuzzy enquiries, using incompleteor fuzzy criteria.
3)
4)
5)
6)
7)
8)
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2.3 End-user Benefits
The facilities of CAPS and all computer systems are ultimately aimed at the
end-user. Therefore, this section assesses CAPS specifically from the
end-user's point of view.
2.31 searching Speed
The raw search spee:1of CAFSallows end-users to achieve acceptable
terminal responsetimes for nanagementinfornation r~ests which have not
beencatered for in the systemdesign.
This will enable a managerto pursue his line of enquiry moreeffectively.
He will work online rather than submitting a s~ence of batch jobs andhis
train of thoughtwill not be interrupted by waiting for the computer.
2.32 Ease of Use
CAFS has been added to the VME system in a way which preserves existing
interfaces and adds as little as possible to those interfaces.
QUERYMASTERis the only current interface to CAPS and is an easy-to-use
end-user-level interface. QUERYMASTERrather than the end-user decides how
and when to use CAPS, though the DP department can at its di scretion
provide the end-user with a residual ability to inhibit and enable CAFS
searching.
CAPSis visible therefore only in the sensethat it does not alwaysperform
100%of the work neededto answera query. Response-timeswill therefore
vary frcm current times to 6:-60times faster.
The end-user therefore needseducationas to whathe can nowask for rather
thanhowhedoesit.
2.33 Iterative Enquiry
Users commonlywant to ask a s~ence of questions for nanyreasons. Their
next question is determinedby the previous response. They ask the wrong
questions, they want to browse, they want to refine the last query and they
want to see the answerssorted and organiseddifferently.
The speed of CAPS nakes online ad hoc query genuinely possible, whereas
traditional batch systems often give unacceptable response times.
2.34 NewOpportunities
There are manysystems,wherebecausedata structures do not easily support
certain types of erKJllir.y, the cost of running a job can be out of
proportion to its perceived worth. Someof these jobs, with the aid of
CAPS, could be run for a fraction of the cost. This could apply ~ally to
batch and TP Systems, especially where large data volumesrequire to be
searchedin order to completethe processing task.
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2.4
2.41
2.42
2.43
2.44
2.45
DPDepartmentBenefits
The following benefits are seen to accrue to DP Managementdue to extensive
use of CAPS.
User satisfaction
Becausemoreof their managementinformation and decision suppott require-
ments are being computersupported, as well as their rrore routine batch
systems, users should be more satisfied with computerdepartments. CAPS
should give users the imrneHateaccess to their data which they enjoyed
with smaller-scale files in the pre-computerage.
Simplified SystemDesign
Because less complexdata structures neerl to be developed to support
complexsearch criteria with the use of CAPS, simplified design should be
achieved [see 01 4].
Faster Application Developnent
Becausesystemscan hopefully be simpler, faster application developnent,
especially for managementinformation systems,should be achievable.
ChangedSystemsRequirements
Requirementsfor routine batch reports and special ad-hoc batch reports
should be reduceddue to on-line CAPSSystems.
In addition the extensive use of QUERYMASTERfacilities, with CAFS backing,
should allow DP Departments to concentrate on getting the base systems
developed correctly and hopefully give longer life to these base systems.
Better Hardware/softwareutilisation
with the increasing cost of software developmentand the decreasing cost of
computerhardware,CAPSallows systemdevelopmentcosts to be reduced.
Hardwarespend will to someextent be reduced, deferred and transferred
from spend on mainframeupgradeto spend on CAFS. This is becausethe
burdenof data-searchingwill have beentransferred from the central OCPto
the available CAPSengines.
Because CAFS replaces software implementation by hardware and simplifies
system design [2.42], there wi11 be less spend on system and software
development. -
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2.5 Future Office Autanation Systans
In the future, CAPS is seen as a way of providing the necessary response
times for office autonation systems, where large volumesof text mayneed
to be searched. This will cover such office systemsas word processing,
electronic mail, electronic filing and retrieval, and personal computing.
Someof these requirementsmaybe satisfied by QUERYMASTERbut the real
needis for full text processing capabilities, backedup by CAPs.
2.6 Current andFuture Applications
The section 2.2 above lists some commonindicators of likely CAFS
applications. This section lists someconcrete examplesof systemswhich
the working party and ICL envisagewill be implementedin the imnediateor
near future.
2.61 An ICL Classification of Applications
These applications exhibit one or more of the characteristics examined
above [2.2] andare listed without corru:nent.
2.611 Text Systans
Bibliographic: publishers, researchers
Client notes: service industry - legal, medical, public administration
Dictionaries: phrases, quotations, words
Documentation: 'help' information, user-guides, reference nanuals
Indexes: research - abstracts, book-indexes, case-law, patents, reviews
Market research: profiling, segmentation
Public enquiry: timetables, viewdataandPRESTELservices
Public record: court transcripts, public enquiries, 'HANSARDs'
Registries: births, marriages, deaths, land, housing, directories
2.612 MatchingSystans
Manyof these systemsare designedto relate a likely 'buyer' with a likely
'seller' in the most general sense. Matching criteria are inspecific and
fuzzy and are usually refined in an iterative process fed by the
information received.
Catalogues: hypermarkets,mail-order, special offers
Classified advertisements: local agencies, specialists, 'yellow pages'
Credit control: debt-analysis
Imagenatching: codified feature recording
Personnel systems: profiling, recruiting, skill-assessment, training
Telephoneselling: cars, property
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2.613 I.cgging Systems
Incidents are recorded in the knowledgethat the information is going to be
useful but without a specific idea of its future use.
Accidents/incidents: rail/road/air/sea transport sector and insurance
Manufacturing: (planned)rraintenance,quality control
Product Monitoring: customerservice, durables - car, electronics, house
Sales:' feedbackto sales managementam rrarketing
2.614 Change-drivenSystems
The need to control change is a fundamentalrequirementof any system.
Here we are highlighting systemsin which systemand changeare intirrately
linked for examplein the time dimension. This maybe becausethe system
is interrupt-driven or polls the recordedchangesrapidly using CAPS.
Auditing: exceptionanalysis, integrity review
CommandandControl systems: military and industrial
Epidemicm:mitoring: case-recognition
Irrpact analysis: changecontrol in design andproduction
Inference systems: free-association or rule-driven, interviewing
Knowledgeengineering: 'data-driven' systens, rule-triggering
Patient care: intensive care andpreventative medicine
Plant m:mitoring: complexindustrial andpublic utility system..,
2.615 Functional M:xlulesandTechniques
Theseare not completesystemsbut are COI1Y£Onsystem-components.
Batching-upenquiries: using the 16-channelparallelism of CAPS
Data cleaning/validation: GIOO! Applicable in transition to .ZIDRAM'ddata
Exception reporting: see also auditing
File stripping: from either public or corporate/departmentaldata
Journal analysis: activity analysis, problem-shooting
Nam::matching: usersaccessingwith availabledata rather than 'DP' keys
Prototyping: simpledata-designwith CAPSsubstituting for key-access
Syndication: simultaneoususe of multiple CAFS-enginason a search
2.62 W:>rkingParty Members'Systems
The following applications are those identif iEd by four membersof the
working party as possible current and future applications of CAFSwithin
their owninstallations.
Most of the uses of CAPS envisaged by \\Orking party membersencompass
giving users the ability to extract ad-hoc rranagementinformation from
large data files at VDUterminals using Queryrnasterand CAPS. In many
cases a similar service could not be provided without CAPS.
Specific uses are seenas follows.
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2.621 Financial acntrol Systems
Naninal Ledger systemsare increasingly being asked to provide management
information reports in various formats to help control businesses. CAFSis
seen as away of achieving this. SPecific exarnplesfor retail outlets are
branch performanceand profitability reports and league performanceof
branches by turnover per square foot. In the public sector, similar
exampleswould be performance indicators of responsibili ty centres and
analyses of the cost of providing a specific service. .
2.622 Merchandisingand Stock acntrol Systems
For retail organisations with computerisedstock replenishmentsystemsfor
their branches, automatic allocation systemsrequire to examinestock and
sales both by line numberwithin branchand by branchwithin line number.
As only one can be supportedeff iciently by conventional methcxisCAFS is
seen as a way of providing the required speedof processing. In addition
complexroutine and ad-hocmanagementinformation requirementswill be able
to be fulf illed.
2.623 Credit acntrol Systems
For organisations
is seen as a way
subsystemswhich
include selective
complexcriteria.
operating with large computerisedvolumesof data, CAFS
of providing someoperational and managementinformation
otherwise could not be effectively supported. These
prorrotional mailing and debt-recovery systems involving
2.624 ResearchApplications
CAFS is seen as a wayof providing a fast search mechanismthrough large
data files used in variousuniversity researchprojects. Specific examples
follow below.
3)
CancerStudies:
Selecting subsets of records from large (100+Mb)data sources on the
basis of multiple searchkeys e.g. primary and secondarycausesof
death, sex, occupationetc.
Forestry:
CUrrently a woodstructure index and timbers databaseholding details
of 250,000trees has beenbuilt up. Becauseof the current limita
tions of the hardwareand the high costs involved it is rarely
accessed.
DNA Databases:
Interest has beenexpressedin using CAFSto search for matching
strings in DNAdatabases. This is an exarrpleof the sort of analysis
which is currently not feasible with existing hardwarebut wouldbe
possible using CAFS.
1)
2)
Manyother potential researchapplications havebeenidentified.
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THE CAFS SYSTEM Chapter 3
The purpose of this chapter is to describe the facilities of the CAFS
system in broad terms. The word 'system' needs emphasisingbecausethe
contribution which CAFSwill makestems from the systemintegration of a
numberof components. The CAFShardwareis just one of these components.
The corrponentsand their new' CAFSspecif ic' features are documentedhere.
It is also important to recognise that individual facilities of CAFS-system
corrponentsare not necessarily included in the CAFS-system. Two exanples
might clarify this point:
1)
2)
QUERYMASTERsearches serial files; CAFS/QMdoes not in SV20l
CAFS-ISP hardware performs quorumsearching; CAFS/QMdoes not
The interfacing of the CAFS-related corrponentswill undoubtedlybe enriched
in the future.
It is not necessaryor possible in a few pages to describe the systemin
ultimate detail. The information here includes the main facts neededto
understandthe other chapters in the report.
3.1 The SystemDefinition
The CAFSsystemcombineshardwareand software to enable data searchingand
information selection to be done at 'disc-drive' speeds. It replaces
central mainframesoftware activity by peripheral disc-channel hardware
activity.
There should be no confusion betweenICL's previous CAFS.800engine and the
current CAFS-ISP systemoffering. CAFS.800deIIDnstratedthe effectiveness
of the hardwareapproachto information retrieval [13, 14, 15]. There, the
similarity with CAFS-ISPends.
The CAFS.800 engine is a stand-alone DME device working on specially
re-engineered EDS60drives with new software. The CAFS-ISP hardware can be
slotted into existing VMEsystems with a quick field-upgrade.
3.2 The Hardware
3.21 MainframesandDisc Drives
The CAFS systemis available with VMEon all 2966-familyrnainframes,that
is the 2953, 2957, 2958, 2966& 2988. Single OCPrnainframescan accornodate
up to 6 CAFSengines; dual and superdualconfigurations can accomodateup
to 8 engines. Section 4.2324describes howto syndicate a query to deploy
all 6 or 8 CAPSunits in parallel.
The CAFS systemwill search data-files stored on IDSS-family disc-drives
which are connectedto DCU/2or DSCdisc-channels. These are the EDS80
exchangeableand FDS160/FDS640fixed drives. Thesedrives havea peakdata
transfer rate of 1.2 Mb/sec; the effective CAFS-systemdata-transfer rate
can be calculated [Ch6] fran this.
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3.22 The DCU/2
The DOJ/2 disc control unit contains t~ DCMdisc control modules. Each
DCM controls one disc-channel with up to 16 disc-drives on it. Each D01
can have a CAFS-engine attached to it in a field-upgrade.
3.23 The DSC
The DSC disc control unit is initially configured with one DQ.1with
built-in CAPS-engineon the sameplatter. The DSC extension ITOduleis
another D01 plus CAPSplatter. Each DSC D01 channel mayconnect to 32
disc-drives rather than 16 disc-drives.
The introduction of the DSCanticipates that CAPS-capability on a channel
will becomethe rule rather than the exception.
3.24 '!be CAFS-ISPEngine
The CAPSengine sits in the disc-channel and is physically attached to the
DOJ/2 D01 in the field or to the DSCIXN in the factory. A block diagram
of the CAPSengine and a second-level hardwaredescription is given in the
ICL CatalogueSheetCS793reprinted as pp57-8.
The CAPS-enginecorrponentsperforma numberof functions:
1)
2)
3)
4)
5)
the LFU identifies databasepages, records and fields
the 16 KC key-channelsevaluate atoITdcselection criteria
the SEDsearch evaluation unit identifies 'hit' records
the HOretrieves required data-fields from hit records
the RP retrieval processor controls CAPSbuffers, counts, totals etc.
The power of the CAPS-enginestems from its architecture. The processes
aboveare carried out in parallel by a set of microprocessorsworking simul-
taneously. There is no reason in principle whythe numberof key channels
should not be increased or why the micros should not increase in
functionality.
3.25 DMl and FSl'RIEL
The recently-published ICL 'VME Statement of Direction' [9] announces ICL's
intention to support existing workloads on future mainframes. This
includes ICL's intention to provide CAPS system capability on those
. mainframes.
3.3 '!be Software
The CAPSSIG ~rk:lng Party was given the task of looking at 'CAPSandDP'.
Its original charter anticipated that there would be manyCAFS-related
changes which the DP departmenthad to manage. Just as the hardware
upgrade is straightforward, there are rerrarkably few changes on the
software side. This arises from the ICL approach-of introducing CAPSin as
'transparent' a way as possible, leaving the existing interfaces CAPS-
independent.
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Nav versions of the software componentsare required but these are the
normalsystemupgrades.
3.31 SV201andVME8.0l
The CAFS system is available exclusively on VMEand CME. SV20l and VME8.0l
are the first versions of the VME.system and the VME base respectively.
CME Release 4 supports VME8.01 in its CME/2, CME/3 and CME/G3 regimes.
VME8.11 will becomeavailable on CME Release 4 at the same time as it
becomesavailable in SV2ll.
Note that CAPS is not available on DME, TME or on the DME side of CME.
Specifically, CAPScannotsearchDMEfiles via ADRAM. I
SV201is not a force-fed release but is required by those sites requiring
CAPS, superdualmainframeconfigurations or newreleases of Data Management
software such as AM.IOO,DDS.650,IDMS.350,PDS.IIO, QM.210or TPMS.320.
3.32 DDS.650
DDS is ICL' s Data Dictionary System. It is a database documentingan
organisation's business and information systems. This data is used to
control arid expedite the use of ICL's Data Managementproducts of which
IDMS.350andQM.210are relevant here.
DDSstores its data in elements; eachelementhas a numberof properties.
Newelementshave been.defined and existing elementshave beenIrodified by
the addition of new properties; existing properties have also been
modified. These rrodifications extend the IDMSand QUERYMASTERinterfaces
and introduce TEXTas a newdata i tern.
The AREAelementhas a newproperty, the ITEM and SUBSCHEMAelementshave
extensions to their properties andthe SECTIONelementhas beenadded.
The AREAelement's newproperty defines the CAFS-searchability of an IDMS
area:
*PAGE-FORMAT IS { SYSTEM DEFAULT l
{ SEARCHABLE }
The ITEM element TYPE property has a newTEXT format.
The SUBSCHEMAelement REXX>RDMAPproperty has a PRIVACY-LOCK for SEAOCH;
note that this is defaulted to ID and must be deliberately set to YES to
allow CAFS searching.
The new SECI'IONelement is an inplementation level data element that
represents an unorderedsequenceof text i terns. The element is used by
QUERYMASTER.
TEXT data must be the last data in a field and is stored in a new
'signalled-text' format. This uses approximately50%morespace than the
standardPIC(X) COBOLformat for the sametext.
See [1] for the full definitions of these newor changedDDScomponents.
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3.33 IDMS.350
This is ICL's Integrated Database ManaganentSystan, an inplanentation and
enhancementof the CODASYLdatabase standard. This is the first version of
IDMS which allows CAFS searching on IDMS databases. The DP department
decides on an AREAbasis which AREAsshould be CAPS searchable.
Chosen AREAs are dunperl usingIDMS-DUMP , redocumentedin DDS and
restored in a new format to enable CAPS searching. It is important to
stress that this is a simple within-page reformat and not a change on the
scale of IDMS-RESTIUCl'UREor IDMS-REDRGANISE.
3.34 QUERYMASl'ER.2I0
QUERYMASTERexecutes queries on serial and ISAM RED-1ANfiles and IDMS(X}
databases. It provides a relational read-only interface to the end-user.
ICL's Data Managementarchitecture uniquely combines the complementary
benefits of CODASYLdata-access techniques and the RELATIONALend-user
interface. CAFSsupports this softwarecombinationwith hardwarepower.
This is the first version of QUERYMASTERwhich allows CAPS-searchingor
handles TEXT. It exploits CAFSat the discretion of its inbuilt optiITdser.
The strategies for retrieving necessarydata andusing CAPS are documented
in [6, Ch7]. The necessaryconditions for exploiting CAFSare documented
in [6, Ch7]; see especially the Publication Notices.
3.35 P8AM
PSAM is the Pre-Selective Access Mechanismwhich ICL will provide as a
separately-chargedpart of SV211'sVME8.11.
PSAMenables batch programs accessing RECMANserial and ISAM files to use
CAFS without any change to their code. It is therefore an excellent
interface to CAFS for programs which the DP department does not want to or
cannot change. These programs may be for example antiques, undocumented,
in RPG2, 'one-offs' or packages. Someprograms generated by APPLICATION
MASTERand REPORI'MASTERwill benefit from the use of PSAM.
Let us supposethat a programis only interested in records from a file
which satisfy a particular condition Cl. Let C2 be a possibly-weakened
form of Cl which the CAFSsystan can evaluate. All records satisfying Cl
will also satisfy C2~ C2 therefore serves as a first filter of the
records. NJte that it is inportant that C2 should not be stronger than
and filter out rrore records than Cl. An 'overstrong' C2 will effectively
changethe job doneby the program.
PSAM allows the DP department, with an SCL command,to 'front-end' a
programwith CAPS. The programwill continue to ask for records but will
only receive records satisfying C2.
The programwill continue to evaluate given records to see if they satisfy
condition Cl. The CAPS benefit is that far fewer records will be
presented to the mainframe. A muchhigher proportion of records, indeed
100%if Cl =C2, will be hit records. The programwill therefore run using
less OCPITdll and completemuchearlier. Chapter 6 includesthe results of
I
a first benchmarkon PSAM.
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The PSAMuser-interface is described in the VMEUser Guide [12, 7.3.3.1]
from whichwetake the followingexanple.
A program ISSUESUr.M)NSprocesses a file containing records of several
different types. Each record-type starts with a four-character field TYPE.
ISSUESUr.M)NSis only interested in field where:
TYPE =4 and AMOONI'_(w[NG~£300,000.00
The following SCL, with STCC being the short fonn of 'SET ~S .fRITERIA',
exploits the PSAMoption:
ASSIGN_FILE (MYMASTER, MAINFILE, LEVEL = C)
srcc (LNAME= MAINFILE,
ITEMS = TYPE (1: 4) & AMaJNI' OWING(9: 9),
CONDITION= "(TYPE EO4) AND(AMOONI'_CWINGGE 300000)")
ISSUESUr.M)NS
Note that CAFSpasses back only records of the right tyPe. In contrast
with the QUERYMASTERinterface, records of IIDre than one type can be
returned via PSAMby one CAFS scan. Field positions and lengths are
expressedin terms of character positions. Up to 14 selection criteria can
be includerl in the condition. :tb inter-field comparisonsare allowed.
A word of caution. Had the m:metaryunit of the filed-data been Pence
rather than pounds, CAFSwould have passed back records where the AM:UNI'
CMINGwas £3000or over. The programwould havedonefurther filtering but
would have produced the required result. Had the mistake about the
monetaryunit or the condition been the other way round, the pSAM/program
combinationwould not haveproducedthe requirerl answer.
3.4 A Walk-throughan End-userQuery
In response to an end-user query, QUERYMASTERwill present a single table
of information. This information will have beencollected from a numberof
different record-tyPesfiled in an IDMS databaseand/or a numberof flat
files.
QUERYMASTERcontains an optimiser which decides in what order it will
access the necessary physical record-types. The OP departroentshould
bewareof defining query~viewswhich allow QUERYMASTERalternative paths to
the data. Suchquery-viewsmayprovide an ambiguitywhichwould causethe
end-user to get a correct answerto a question he did not ask.
The end-user has a limited ability to advise the optimiser on the first
record-tyPe to be accesserl and the data-relationships to be userl. The
end-user mayalso discover howQUERYMAsrERapproachedthe data by using the
reporting category ACCESS-PATH. The optimisation strategy is defined in
[6, Ch7']. Note that QUERYMAsrERdoes not have access to volumetric infor-
mation nor to information on the selectivity of the query's conditions.
QUERYMASI'ERwill use an access-key first as a selector if possible.
However,QUERYMASTERmaysubSequentlyneed to search the full extent of a
file in which records of a certain type are to be found. It will then use
CAPS if possible~ the necessaryconditions for CAPS-searchingare defined
in [6, Section7.4]. .
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Let us nowconcentrateon one CAPSsearch. This searchwill be broken into
a numberof CAPS-search-fragments. Each fragment is contained within one
particular disc-cylinder and within one particular file-extent. Each
fragment will be no larger than the system setting for a rraximum
search-fragment; this is defaulted to ten tracks.
In this way, the systemprevents a CAPSsearch from monopolisinga disc-
channel for an open-endedarrountof time. The question of CAPSsearches
interacting with disc-channel requirements is discussed in moredetail in
Chapter 6.
3.5 The Relational CAPSInterface RCI
ReI provides both a programinterface to CAPSand a read-only relational
interface to data. RCI can be used by both batch and TP programs. As
ReLIOO, it will be available to work with SV211-level software namely
VME8.11,DDS.700,TPMS.400,IDMS.350/400and OOBOL.131.
The principle facilities andbenefits of ReI are seento be:
1)
2)
3)
4)
5)
6)
a transparent OOBOLinterface to CAPS
a read-only relational interface to IDMS/RECMANdata
value-basedprivacy to addto OODASYL'sitem-basedprivacy
additional program/dataindependencefor simpler systems-iIlaintenance
simplified programming
selection on andprocessing of text-fields
RCI comesfrom the sarrefamily as QUERYMASTERand PDS, thus extendingthe
relational interface from personal to corporate databases, from programrrers
to end-users.
Just as QUERYMASTERpresents a hit-table of logical-records to the end-
user, RCI presents a hit-file of logical-records to the OOroL program.
These logical-records nay consist of data joined together from several
physical records; they may also satisfy somecondition which can be
parameterisedat run-time.
Just as the end-user accesses data via QUERYMASTERand a QUERYVIEW, the
application program accesses data via RCI and an APPLICATION VIEW (AV).
The AV contains definitions of one or more RELATIONALVIEWS (RVs); an RV
maybe thought of as a logical-file of logical-records.
Like QUERYMASTER,RCI decides when and how to use CAPS. It contains the
same optimiser to determine the appropriate data-navigation. It has very
similar data-access and CAPS-exploitation facilities to QUERYMASTER. The
range of data-types which can be 'viewed' simultaneously via RCI is greater
than than for QM.210and in line with the range for QM.250.
There is architectural intention in the QM/RCI similarity. ICL expects RCI
users to prototype and test RVs with QUERYMASTERand this has been found
beneficial in the RCI field-trial [qv Ch5].
It is intended that ReI will make progranming, especially IDMS DML
progranming, more easily accessible to more staff. ww-level data-
managementwill be done by RCI rather than by the program. The IDMS-
specific conceptof I currencyI will be less often encounteredgiven the
assistence of RCI.
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MAKIN; USE OF CAPS O1apter4
4.1 Introduction
CAFS can be madeuse of in a data processing installation either with
existing systemsanddata files or for newsystemsand data files.
In both cases the right environmenthas to be created in order to exploit
the CAPSsystem.
This section outlines how existing systemscan be amendedto use CAFSand
the analysis and design iq>lications of CAPSon newdevelopments.
In designing newsystemsto utilise CAFS, a central problemto be addressed
is the degree of normalisation that should be introduced. CAPS is best
suited to use large unoormalisedrecords, whererelated data items are held
in the same record. Howevertraditional processing systems are m:>st
flexible whendesignedwith fully normalised records. There is no simple
answerto this design dichotomy,and each case must be resolved on its own
merits.
4.2 EXisting SystansandDataFiles
CAPScan be used with existing systemswherethere is a demandfor on-line
enquiries or extensive ad-hoc reports from existing data files, which have
not beendesignedto support the requirErl access paths.
All the conditions and observations in this section apply also in the case
of new systems [qv 4.3]. The content of this section, apart from the
mandatorychanges, is determinedby a judgementof what is worthwhile.
This involves an assessmentof the value and difficulty of the listed
tasks. The judgementof this report is of necessity qualitative; indi-
vidual sites can makea morequantified decision.
Somechangesto data are not independentof existing valued code or may
materially affect the performanceof existing systems. It is likely that
these changeswould be regarded as too strategic, ie too difficult, for
implementationon existing data.
4.21 The Decision to CAFS-search
The CAPS facility offers a realistic choice between searching the
operational data in si tu or searching an alternative possibly subsetted
copy. In somecases it is necessaryto search the' live' data for reasons
of objectivity or performance; in other cases, the use of the data calls
for a 'snapshot' of the live data. In the third category of cases, a
decision has to be madebetween'in situ' and 'offline' searching.
The current use of the data and access-requirementto it are the major
factors affecting this decision.
Imaginea high-volumeTP systemsupportedby object~ata and operating at a
peak-period. The introduction of CAPS-searchingon that data could over-
load disc-channels and elongate terminal-response times unacceptably.
This extremeexampleindicates the issues involvErl.
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If it is not possible to CAFS-searchthe data in situ, several alternatives
are available.
4.22 MandatoryChanqes
Once the decision has been madeto CAFS-search a given file, that file must
meetthe current CAPS-systemrequirementsas defined in Chapter3.
All DME files must be converted to VME files. This can be achieved using
an _ADRAMconversion aid. AA audit of the data on the VME side after
conversionwill be assisted by CAFS.
VME files may not be accessible by CAFS because they are on the wrong
volume, disc-drive or channel. They can be addressed by CAPS by attaching
disc-drives to a CAPS-capable disc-channel or by rrounting EDS80
disc-volumes on a drive connected to a CAPS-capable channel. The files
themselves may neEd to be copied to EDS80, FDSl60 or FDS640disc-volumes as
these are the only types searched by CAPS.
Data which is not in ISAM or IDMS files cannot currently be searched by
CAPS although serial-file searching is anticipated in a future VME release.
Such data therefore nee:ls to be filed in an ISAM or IDMS structure. IDMS
areas which are to be searched by CAPS must be converted to a new
page-format. This is a on~ff job achieved by a dump/restore procedure.
The software environmentmust be that defined in Chapter 3, specifically
VME8.0l, DDS.650,QUERYMASTER.2l0and IDMS.350for IDMSusers. QUERYMASTER
is the only current interface to CAPS; this implies that target-files must
be documentedin DDS.
4.23 RecorrmendedCOnsiderations
These changesare not mandatoryand are suggestedin the causeof improving
theperformance[qv Ch6] or applicability of CAPS.
:n.file which is fragmentedinto a numberof file-extents should be mapped
into as few extents as possible. Disc-volumes with faulty tracks may
increase the numberof file-extents. Obviously, discs with no faulty
tracks are preferred. If there are faulty tracks, these should be marked
as USe:lrather than replaced by alternative tracks.
Data not searched by CAPS should be allocated to non CAPS-capabledisc-
channels as far as the requirements to balance the system load across
channels allow. System files, program libraries, TP-parameter and
TP-slot files are in this category.
4.231 IS~specific Points
A CAPS-searchon the main body of an ISAM file will be supplementedby a
separate search on each required block of the overflow area. This is
less efficient than a single CAPS-searchon the samenumberof blocks as it
increasesthe OCPresourceandelapsedtimerequired.
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CAPS-searching is therefore a reason for reducing the percentage of
records in the overflow area. This can be done by reorganising the file
rrore frequently and/or lowering the packingdensity.
4.232 IDMS-specific Points
CAPScomplementsthe access-methodsdefined by CODASYL. Physical-database
desi<jn is geared to the high-volumeuse of the data. Therefore it is
possible that the lower-volume uses of the data would be better
inplementedvia CAPS-accessthan via IDMS-navigation.
IDMSrecords of a particular type are typically less densely packedin an
area than records in an ISAM file. The CAPS data-delivery rate will
therefore be lower. However,to measurethe usefulness of CAPSin termsof
its delivery-rate is incorrect. This should be measuredin terms of the
reduction in elapsed-time for a query and in terms of the reduction in
resource-requirementon OCPanddisc-channels.
These points cover the decision to CAPS-search the IDMS-database,
duplexing, relocated/fragmented records, the ARFA-to-channel mapping,
DB-proceduresand IDMS-restructure.
4.2321 In-situ Enquiry?
If CAPS is to be used to search an IDMS-area, that area must be converted
page by page. This, as stated above, is a linear one-off process but it
does bring a run-time overhead.
Database pages are converted between the old' non-CAFS' and the new
'SEAOCHABLE'fomats every time they rove betweendisc and store. If there
are 'R' records on the page, the costs. in machineinstructions are:
40 + 30R PLI for reading the page; 40 + 40R PLI for writing
To put these figures into context, the' average' IDMSDMLstatementuses
some1000PLI in IDMS.350. IDMS.350uses less PLI than its IDMS.200and
IDMS.320predecessors.
The decision to allow CAPS-searchingis madefor each IDMSarea.
A further consideration is that CAPS-searching is done with area-level
locking or with no locks set. The former maybe inccropatible with other
uses of the data and the latter maybe unacceptable.
The alternatives to free in-situ enquiry include:
1)
2)
3)
4)
snapshottingto ISAMfiles
duplexing the database
keepinga restored IDMS-dunponline for CAPSand fast-recovery
schedulingqueries in quiescent periods
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4.2322Duplexing
The obvious wayto handle an increased workloadis to double the numberof
access channels. The needs of resilience and increased accessibility are
simultaneouslyserved~ siting the AREA-plexes on different DCMs.
The usefulness of duplexing increases as the percentage of read-only
activity increases; CAFS-searchingis a read-only activity and uses only
one plex. Both plexes are in the samepage-format, either SEARCHABLEor
not. IDMSXnormally flip-flops accesses to the two plexes but if a
CAFS-searchis proceedingon one plex, IDMSXdirects requests to the other
plex.
The system does not prevent CAPS-searching proceeding on both plexes
simultaneously. The question does arise therefore as to whether both
plexes should be on CAPS-capabledrives. If CAPSis only available on one
plex, CAPS-requestsare queuedon that plex, leaving the other channelopen
for non-CAFSTP-access.
Duplexing is only available with IDMSXas are several other facilities
useful in theCAFS/QUERYMASTERcontext. These include page-extend,
secondary-indexesandmultiple-areas for a single record-type.
4.2323Relocatedam FragmentedRecords
These cannot be recognised as hit-records in a CAPS-search. QUERYMASTER
will either comnentwhen it is told of the offending record or, if a
standard modification is madeto the software, will cammentthe first time
it sees sucha record.
IDMSX-indexrecords can be relocated at run-time but these records are not
currently CAPS-searchable. Other relocated records can only be created ~
IDMS-RESl'RUCIUREand are removed~ IDMS-REDRGANISE. IDMS.400 RESl'RUCIURE
available in SV211will avoid creating andwill removerelocated records. I
Fragmentedrecords can be either fixed-length or variable-length.
Fixed-length records can only be fragmented~ STOREif there is a 'MINIMUM
ROOI" or 'MINIMUMFRAG1ENI"clause in the IDMSSTORAGE-SCHEMA.The frag-
mentationis removedby IDMS-RIDRGANISEby omitting such clauses.
Variable-length records for which 'MINIMUMIO:)l' IS RECORDLEmI'H' is
definerl in the STORAGE-SCHEMAwill not be fragmentedwhen first stored.
They may be fragmented if lengthened. IDMS-REORGANISE,and at IDMS.400J
IDMS-RESTRJCIURE,will re-STOREthem and therefore removethe fragment-I
ation. IDMS-databasesshould therefore be monitored for the presence of
fragmentation.
4.2324ARFA-to--G1annelMapping
The distribution ofIDMS-AREAs across disc-channels maybe affected by the
new traff ic-pattern on the AREAs and ~ the distinction betweenCAFS-
searchableAREAsand nonCAPS-searchableAREAs.
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Queries mayusefully be syndicated to a numberof CAPS engines. IDMSX
enables records of one type to be stored in multiple AREAswhich maybe
accessed by multiple CAFS units. Eight CAFSengines working in parallel
give almost eight times the search~speedbecausecthelightly-loaded OCPcan
take eight times the workwithout becaninga bottleneck.
Each AREAstoring the target record-type should be on its ownCAPS-capable
disc:-ehannel. IDMS-subschemasmust be tailored to each AREAto prevent
QUERYMASl'ERsearching other AREAsin sequence. A QUERYMASTERAVMmust be
set up to search each AREA. The query must then be syndicatedfrcm a file
using say the VMEevent-mechanism;answersfrom eachcomponent-searchwill
be consolidated using the event~echanismagain.
This requires some~rk on the part of the systems-managementa d is not
an intrinsic part of the current CAPS-system. It also requires that the
user file his enquiry rather than operate online and so is perhaps
restricted to enquiries of a 'production' nature.
Syndication is a prime exampleof distributed processing. The query is
.distributed to a numberof CAFS-engines. N:)tethat requestsfor AVERAGES
do not distribute correctly as an AVER7\GEof AVERAGEsis unlikely to be
correct.
4.2325DatabaseProcedures
QUERYMASTERwill invoke' after-GET' DB-proceduresin order to enforce the
privacy requirementin a CAPS-independentway.
'After-GET' procErlures are not compatible with CAPS-searching if they
changethe data-format. Compressionand encryption of data are performed
in this way. Proceduresfor examplefor privacy, security and audit which
do not changethe data-formatare compatiblewith CAPS-searching.
4.2326 IDMS-Restructure
An IDMS-RESTROCIUREis a less complicated task than an IDMS-REOffiANISE.
With the exception of recommendingthe renoval of relocated/fragmented
records, section 4.2 considers only changes brought about by IDMS-
RESTROCIURE.
Data and database-structuremaybe subtracted, addErlor changed.
The renoval of features of an IDMS-databaseimplies that existing affected
programs should be changed or discarded. SUperchief-records, access-
infrastructure, especially record/set indexes, and derived-data are all
candidates for renoval. This will particularly be the case if the database
design was comprehensivelyenthusiastic rather than basic andprototype.
A skeletal database-designserving only basic requirementscan be enhanced
to facilitate both QUERYMASTERand CAPs. QUERYMASTER is helped by the
presence of record-indexes and by OWNER-pointers. CAPSis helpErl if the
numberof record-tyPes required for a query can be rErlucedby duplicating
the data. This last technique must be used with care and is discussed
below [4.4223].
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4.3 '!heEvolution of Existing Systems
Existing data-systems are evolved by the addition of new data and new
data-subject areas.
QUERYMASTER itself contributes to easier evolution by rerroving the distinc-
tion between IDMS- and ISAM-held data. Extensions to existing IDMS-based
systems may therefore be prototyped using Ism initially.
The IIOst significant new data-type is TEXT and CAPSoffers even greater
performancE?-booston TEXTthan it does on conventionaldata.
It is probable that free TEXT will not live comfortably within already-
designed data-systems and its separate storage in a new IDMS-AREAor
IS~file seems more attractive. IS~files offer a crucial advantage for
TEXT records which may be modified and lengthened: they cannot becane
fragmented in an ISAM-file and remain CAFS-searchable.
4.4 Future SystemsandData Files
Future systemsand data files should be designedwith CAFSuseagein mind
if CAFS is consideredto be an effective methodof implementingspecific
business requirements. Prior to evaluating the design implications of CAFS
on future systemsdevelopmentit is useful to classify systemsas follows
in order to assess the likely usefulness of CAFS.
1)
2)
Batch Systems:
require significant data searching for nonkey items.
High VolumeTP systems:
CAPSis unlikely to beuseful as accessis probably by pr~efined
keys. Thevery high volumeof operational transactions maywell
overwhelma battery of CAPSengines if such keys are not implemented.
Iow VolumeOnline Systems:
CAPSis very likely to be of significant benefit for these types of
systems.
Off ice andText Systems:
In the future CAPSis likely to be of use in these types of systems.
3)
4)
In addition two further systems implications of CAFS need to be considered
whendesigning newsystems. The first is that CAPSmaymovemoresystems
from batch to TP environments. This is likely for somead-hoc management
information systems. The second is that CAPS will give the opportunity to
develop some new systems that previously would not have been either cost
effective or timely. The new CAFS facilities to handle text efficiently
are relevant here.
Encrypted and 'packed-decimalj data should be avoided. The following
sections outline the design implications specific to ISAM and IDMS.
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4.41 ISAM Files
CAFS should prove especially useful for developing systemsaround large
volume IS files. Although these files should support large volume
predefined regular e~iries, identified during the analysis phase of a
project, there will be manymanagementinformation requests which would be
suited to the use of CAPSprocessing. Obviously if search criteria can be
satisfied via primaryor secondarykeys then CAFSshould not be used.
ISAM-files as now implementedin SV20l offer two advantagesover IDM&-
databases. Theydo not fragmentrecords and they can limit the CAFS-search
using the primary-key. Theyalso newlysupport alternative-keys.
As well as the conditions outlined for existing systemsin section 4.2, the
following design implications also needto be considered.
4.411 Prime-keyOptimisation
As stated above, the prime-key serves two purposes. It traditionally
provides fast access to specific records. Secondly, it is used if possible
to limit the extent of a CAFS-search. This secondpurposemayweigh in the
design of the primary-keyfonnat.
4.412 Variable-length Records
CAFS will always be able to perform searches on the fixed-length part of
the data as these records are never fragmentedin IS~files. However,
several caVe3.tsstill remainwith respect to variable-len:Jth records.
Lengtheningrecords naywell have a severe effect on the am:mntof overflow
in the file and slOW'-downthe CAFSs63.rch. QUERYMASTERdoes not currently
use the CAFS counting hardware when counting variable-length records.
Finally, QUERYMASTER'sability to handle the variable-length part of a
record is limited at the rranent.
4.42 IDMS Databases
The IDMS-designprocess is today affected by the availability not just of
CAFS, but of APPLICATIONMASTER,QUERYMASTER,EPORl'MASTERand the need to
reorganise the database from time to time. As these products improvein
their ability to handle IDMSdatabases, their effect on the design-process
will diminish. Nevertheless, there will for sometime presumablybe some
residual set of IDMS fe3.tures whose exploitation can reduce the applic-
ability of other products.
The topical goals of information-systemsand the recent availability of new
production-tools are changing the objectives of the design process.
Simpler databasedesigns are likely to serve manyof these newobjectives.
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4.421 Analysis and Iogica1 Design Implications
IDMS supports pre-defined regular enquiries, identified during the analysis
phase of a project. These are then expedited by the data base design. One
of the major limitations of this approach in the past has been the ability
to predict enquiries of an unspecified and ad hoc nature. This aspect has
traditionally either taken up much analysis time or has been ignored.
In anticipating the use of CAFS/QUERYMASTER, the analysis phase need only
consider the main business processes in detail. The management information
questions need not be determined in advance. - However, in order to achieve
this situation, there are several factors which must be considered during
analysis and design.
In principle data analysis and data design should be simplified, since
although the same data is involved fewer processes need to be considered.
This should lead to the situation where the logical schema design will
closely mirror the entity m::>de1produced during data analysis. This should
result in fewer record and set-types.
In most database systems, the implemented schema contains record-types and
sets that do not represent entities and relationships in the data-m::>de1or
in the real world. rrypica1 reasons for this are:
1)
2)
3)
4)
the need to access data by multiple keys
the need for data-subset totals often causing maintenance problems
the need to shorten search-paths through large unsorted sets
the need to hold superchief records as access-points
CAPS is likely to rerrove the need for some of these extra record-types as
it effectively replaces IDMS-navigation by searching.
In a traditional database design, several set-types are often implemented
purely to satisfy low-voltune ad-hoc enquiries. Again, CAPS may eliminate
the need for them by substituting for IDMS-navigation.
By sircplifying IDMS data-structures, the read-only CAPS unit curiously
contributes to performance on the update side.
4.422 Physical-Database Design Implications
The previous section treating existing. IDMS-databases should be read in
conjunction with this one.
4.4221 Physical Clustering
CAPS searches records of. one record-type. These will be stored in one
IDMS-area and possibly several IDMSX-areas. Within an area, the records
will reside in a specific page-range if this is defined and in the
secondary-overflow space.
CAPS-searches can be limited to less than a full A~ if page-ranges and
overflow-areas are consciously defined rather than 1::¥ default. M:>re
thought should be given to the segregation of different types of data which
need not be clustered together.
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An archive-policy separating 'historical' from 'live' data contributes to
the reduction of AREA, page-rangeand CAPS-searchsizes. Similarly, the
splitting of one record-tyPe into' heavily-used' and' lightly-used' data
can reducesearching times.
4.4222Data-clustering
This section defines a 'Data-Cluster tyPe' as:
1)
2)
an 'entry' record-type such as a CALCor DIREX:Trecord, plus
record-tyPes stored in VIA-sets with this entry record-tyPe as owner
The standardapproachin placing record-types in page-rangesis as follows:
Define a one-to-manymappingfran Data-Cluster tyPes to page-ranges
Thus, Data-cluster types should not share page-ranges. A single Data-
Cluster tyPe mayusefully mapto more than one page-rangeby clustering
member-recordsin anotherAREA.
4.4223Data-Duplication
Databaseswere adoptedarrongother reasons to enable consistent, topical
and trustworthy data to be held on file. The typical physical duplication
of data in many 'conventional' files had previously contributed in large
measuretowardsthe rEffi)valof these three key data-properties.
It is therefore thought that the objective of database-storage is to
eliminate the physical duplication of data. It is not. The objective was
and is to guaranteeor at 163.stexpedite the integrity of the data.
Third normal-formanalysis of the data removesany unnecessarily duplicated
data. Curiously though, the relational mcrlel relies on the duplication of
key-data to relate data in onetable with data in other.
Databasesare not in practice implementedat the physical level in strict
third normal-form. Performanceconsiderations dictate otherwise and CAPS
maysuggest further departurefran TNF.
CAPSperforms selection on physical rather than virtual records. There is
therefore someadvantageto be gained by propagating identifying indexes,
alternative-keys andother ircportantdata downIDMS-hierarchies.
This data is likely to be static or slow-movingbut cl63.rly the integrity
of the data is threatened. Strict control mustbe exercised over programs
which change physically-duplicated data as there is no built-in
IDMS-mechanismfor 'siIrnlltaneously' and autonatically changing physical
copies of a data-item in a mannertransparent to the programner.
Controls provided by DDSand the subschema-mechanismmustbe used fully.
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4.4224 Derived Data
Derived data, such as counts, totals and averages, can be derived either
in-line or on-dema.nd. CAPS maywell enable the latter methodto replace
the former.
CAPScan also be used effectively for integrity-checking and auditing the
database, again removingthe numberof functions which needto be designed
andprogramnedinto the core-system.
The use of CAFS-hardware totalling in the future by QUERYMASTERon IDMS
will help considerably here.
4.5 Using OCI
RCI gives programaccess to CAFScapabilities. It has already beenexploi-
ted by CX>BOLprograms, by APPLICATIONMASTERand by REPORI'MASTER.More
than one site envisages the provision of Viewdataservices using BULLETIN
and CAFS. N:>doubt, RCI will be accessedvia CX>BOLby programswritten
in other languages. RCI will enable search-tasks to be performedonline
which werepreviously thought infeasible.
RCI eases system implementation by providing additional data/program
independenceand by removingmuchof the drudgeryof file-handling. This
implies that existing staff will code more quickly and less-experienced
staff will be able to write programsIrore effectively. Systemswill be
moreresilient to future changes.
The implications of RCI for database design seemat first sight to be
exactly the sameas those of QUERYMASTERand CAFSdescribed aoove.
There are someinitial pointers to good RCI/COBOLprogramdesign. First,
the programmust be able to monitor and react appropriately to various
status and response-codesreturned by RCI. The programis to RCI what the
end-user is to QUERYMASl'ER.
The programmershould also note that CAFS-searchesare probably being done
with no locks applied. It is therefore possible for a concurrent-process
to alter or evenerase records which have just beenpassedback fran RCI to
the program. The programshould not take RCI-returned data as a baseline
for uPdate; instead it should READor FIND the data again.
In the TP context, a design balance must be struck betweenbuffer-sizes,
search-limits and time-out times. An RCI search canoot currently be
restarted after the search-limit has beenreached.
In the multiphase TP context, a performancecomparisoncan be madebetween
two approachesto searching:
1)
2)
performthe search in onephaseand store the results in a hit-file
spreadthe searchacross phases, linking with SAVE/RES'IDREcomnands
The first technique will spend less time RCI-searching and is reccmnended
if the hit-file overheadis not considerable.
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CAFS FlEW TRIAL EKPERIEN:E Chapter 5
5.1 The four ICL field-trial goals
IeI. managementaskedfor four areas to be particularly studied by the CAFS-
systemfield trial sites. Thesewere:
I}
2}
3}
4}
Performance
Oornpatibility andco-existence
Easeof design
Newopportunities
It should be stated at the outset that the likely success in achieving the
four ICL objectives in any depth would be dependentupon the successful
de1ivery of the pre-release software products that wouldallow the trial to
take place. Anambitious schedulewas set during which virtually the whole
of the IeI. main-line software product range, frcm VME/B KERNELat the
oottom through to QUERYMASTERat the top, \'las to be issued and field-
trialled in a 26~weekperiod. M::>stof the software products were scheduled
to go through at least two releases and many of the releases were
integrated with other acti vi ties such as the APPLICATIONMASTERf ield-
trial. In short the field-trial sites were going to be subjected to a new
issue of at least one major piece of software every two weeks. It mustbe
said that there wasa great deal of scepticism as to whether:
I}
2}
ICL could sustain the scheduleddelivery of the software
the field trial sites would be able to sustain the rate of changeif
ICL succeededon its part
However,IIDst prospective users of CAPSwerepleased to see that IeI. seemed
preparedat last to backCAPS after years of apparentlack of top manage-
ment corrnritmentand, sceptical or otherwise, they were prepared to put
their backs into the field trial.
unfortunately, however, much of the scepticism regarding software
deliveries was justified. Serious delays in software occurred and trials
weremuchcurtailed relative to the plan.
5.11 Perforrnance
This maybe looked at in two different ways:
I}
2}
Reliability of hardwareand software
Increase in throughputand reduction of load.
With regard to the reliability of hardwareand software all sites contacted
reported a very high level of performancewith few or no problemsexperi-
enced. This was well in excess of expectation for a new product with
massive software changes. Regardingthe effect of CAPSon the timing of
specific jobs all the workdonewasby using QUERYMASTERandonly onesite
had experimentedon IDMSfiles. A performanceboost of between6 and 60
depending upon circumstances was typica1 for those cases where CAFS
facilities were utilised. Responsetimes apPearedto increase linearly
with the numberof concurrent CAPS searches being undertakenon the same
CAPSunit.
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5.12
5.13
M:)st users found it disconcerting that the performanceboost given to
queries was so enonrous that very uneven responses [qv 2.31] could be
obtained by end users dependinguponwhethertheir query causEdCAFSto be
utilised or otherwise. It was felt that somewarning should be given by
QUERYMASTERif CAFSwas not going to be utilised to satisfy the query so
that end-userscould chooseto abort/rephrasetheir query.
A reduction of load on the OCPin the order of 90%to 99.94%had generally
been experiencedwhenCAPSwas utilised. This had causedsomesites who
charge their users to seriously reconsider their charging structure and/or
the level of ad hoc e~iry that could nowbe contemplatedbut which was
previously not economicallyjustifiable.
Canpatibili ty am Co-existence
with regards to compatibility most field trial sites found that within a
very short time of hand-over they were able to use CAFS on existing
applications with little or no changes, particularly where the files were
in ISAMformat. ICL had produceda product and its matchingsoftware whose
presence in the user's system did not require changes to existing
applications and which stood a very good chanceof enhancingmanyof those
existing applications with either no changes or, alternatively, small
changesto them.
Regardingco-existence, most field trial sites felt that they neededto do
m:>rew::>rkin this area to establish the effect of CAPS searching upon
co-existing TP applications. As originally delivered, CAPSsearches lock
out other disk activity on that channel while up to ten tracks are
searched. It is felt that this maywell have an adverse effect on TP
response and at best produce a m:>relumpy, less predictable, TP service.
Since the original software release, the constant '10' has beenparameter-
ised and is defined at systemset-up time. This gives the user's Support
Groupmorecontrol over evennessand speEdof TP responseat the expenseof
CAPS response. ICL is considering ways of making this parameterm:>re
dynamic in future releases of VMEand the' lock-out ' effect maywell be
absent on DMldisc-systems.
The consensusview of field trial sites is that a further sizing parameter
has been introduced by CAPSwhich is as yet not clearly understoodand in
any event will ultimately dependupon individual sites' profiles of work.
Control facilities are being provided by ICL but wherethese cannotprovide
the desirEd result the CAFS and TP environmentscan be kept entirely
separate by copies, duplexing etc. In the end, with declining costs of
disk store and an environmentmovingtowardsunattendEdoperation, this may
well not be as expensiveas at first it seems.
Easeof Design
Very little had beendone by the field trial sites in this are. This is
mainly due to the fact that CAPS facilities in IDMS were deliverEd
relatively late. Even if these obstacles had not been in place it is
debatable whetherany site would have done both a CAPSand non-CAPSdesign
to producea direct, measurable,conparison.
Most sites felt that there were cases wheredesigns would prove easier but
this was as yet still an unsubstantiatedclaim for CAPS.
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5.14 NewQ;>portunities
The field trial sites consideredthat the reduction of cost and increase in
speed given to QUERYMASTER by CAFS represented a new opportunity to provide
managementsupport information that wouldpreviously havebeenruled out on
the basis of cost. This was further enhancedby the fact that there was a
good chance that in providing the fonnerly unprovidable there was a good
chance that systemsand prograrnningresources would not be required once
the User Views hadbeenset up.
The field trial did not expose any new application system that would
have previously been shelved without CAFS though doubtless such applica-
tions do exist.
Field Trial Sites5.2
The field trial sites included:
British Telecom
North ThcureSG3.sIbard
SevernTrent WaterAuthority
A SouthAfrican Site
SouthernWaterAuthority
WH Smith
5.21 British Telecan
This site was using CAPSon one of its sites as an experimentfor the
purposes of evaluation of that product. It was preparing a demonstration
fran a billing systemcomprising 200,000customersand had extracted 1/12
of the data into 2 ISAM files of 6Mbytes. Searchescomprising1 or 2 joins
were taking typically 5 seconds. All testing had beenon a lightly loaded
machine.
The previous policy of cost justifying one4:>ffswould now require to be
reviewed in the light of experience so far. This site felt that the
limitations on QUERYMASTERweremoresignificant than those on CAPS.
Reduction in the OCPutilisation meantthat questions not askable before
could nowbe contemplated.
The site was vagueas to the quantifiable cost benefits of CAFSand felt
that it needed to do WJrk in this area, mainlyon user accessbut also
programmerproductivity.
5.22 ~rth 'lbamesGas
This user has mademanypresentations on CAFSto User Groupsand is fairly
well documentedelsewherein minutesetc. Mostof the WJrk it has doneis
in the area of performanceand no work has been done on design impli-
cations. Its experienceshavereinforced its belief in the product.
This user also felt that QUERYMASTERlimitations were more important than
CAFS limitations and also felt that providing a simple diagram of the User
View of IDMS files limited the end-users' use of QM/CAFS.
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The approachto using IDMShad not fundamentallybeen changedby CAPSbut
databases were currently designed for efficient retrieval rather than
uPdate and this would probably reverse. It was felt that CAPSwould go
someway towards rerrovingthe invisible backlog that nobodyknowsaoout at
the present time.
Detailed performanceresults frc:mN:>rthTharresG3.sare quotedin Chapter6.
5.23 SevernTrent Niter Authority
All performancework had beendoneon ISAMfiles and this had involved some
conversion from serial files. To makethe m:>stof the product searching of
serial files would be helpful. Considerable increases in performacehad
beennoted by end-userswhobefore wereusing QUERYMASTERalone.
Three designs for newsystemshad been considered. Of these only one had
looked promising with regard to productivity increases. The remaining two
systems were relatively simple with update paths and retrieval paths
identical. Howeverthis user felt that there were possible saving in
delaying conversionof conventional ISAMsystemsto IDMS.
N:>serious degradation of TP response had been noted given the co-existence
of CAPS and TP.
5.24 A SouthAfrican Site
Tests were performedon ooth an ISAMfile and an IDMSXdatabase. The ISAM
file used was the 123Kbfile set up by the QUERYMASTERinstallation test.
This size of file is really too small for a valid test of CAPSperformance
and on averageonly marginal benefits wereobtained using CAPS.
Comparisontests were performedon two IDMSareas, one of 32Mband one of
2Mb. The tests either did not use CAPS, used CAPS or used CAPS in
conjunction with a TPMS/AMservice simulating six messagesper second.
Tests of QUERYMASTERrunning concurrently with TPMSwerealso donewith and
without CAPS. The TPMSservice consisted of a TP terminal simulator run
of 2088 messagesbeing input from 12 virtual terminals as quickly as
possible using 4 AVMs. The QUERYMASTERsession was accessing the same
database that the TPMSservice was updating. As was expected the test
showedthat concurrent CAPS access to the database used by TPMShad a
severe effect on TPMSresponsetimes.
The tests performedshowedthat using CAPS, it was possible to search at
around 800Kbytes/secwithout using appreciable OCPpowerto do so. Ratios
of search times with and without CAPSwere found to be approximately8:l.
However, non-CAFSsearches in these tests on a dedicated DCU2achieved
45-50 la's per second.
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5.25 SouthernWaterAuthority
This site had oought a single CAPS unit as part of a new dual 2966
replacement system with the objective of evaluating CAFS. There were
considerable problemsin ircplementingthe 2966due to problemsexperienced
on the NPS on the new 2966. This, together with the late arrival of
release 8.00 of VME/B,meantthat approximately12 weeksof the trial were
lost. On the l::alancing side when release 8.00 was received CAPS was
in~roducedinto a live (ie all work) systemwith full target software for
the first time.
This customeris pleased with the reliability and performanceof the total
system and in view of the increased use of QUERYMASTERon this site is
looking at CAPSas a meansfor delaying an OCPupdate and as a meansof
extending existing systems.
It feels that there are very large potential savings to be madein two
major systemswhich are likely to be started this year andhas, as a result
of a successfultrial, orderedfull CAPSconnectivity for all FOSfilestore
occupyingsixteen drives.
5.26 W H 9nith
This site is currently also a user of CAPS.800. They felt that conversion
from CAPS.800 to CAPS-ISP was not good but accepted that this was not a
CAPS problem.
This site wasalso particularly hit by the lack of a COBOLinterface to
CAPS as plans had been madeto use CAPS in a ros application with very
large volumes and for which conventional processing would not permit
acceptable responses (newopportunity area?).
It felt that the CAFS hardware had lived up to its promises but was
particularly concerned by late delivery of software.
It did not, in the light of the field trial experience, regard CAPS as a
productivi ty aid and was concernedthat ICL had not yet advised on the
effect of CAFS on TP response times and on how to layout the physical
filestore configuration.
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5.3 The RCI Field Trial
The Relational CAPS interface has been used extensively on a numberof
sites. The field-trial has dem:mstratedthat RCI meets its objectives and
provides facilities as intended. Theobjectives were:
1)
2)
3)
4)
5)
to provide OOBaLaccessto CAPS-searchingcapability
to provide a relational read-only interface to data
to simplify the programndngtask
to provide additional program/dataindependence
to provide text~tching andprocessing facilities
Although no site-specific quotes are available as yet, there is someearly
quantification of ReI's capabilities.
ReI/CAPS searching was found to be over eight times faster than the
previous OOOOL-programsearch. It is perhapstoo early to regard this as a
'typical' ratio but there was nothing in the trial to suggestthat a factor
of eight might be at oneor the other extrene.
RCI certainly sinplified progranming. It was found that it eliminated much
of the drudgeryof file-handling and data-reformatting; a 30%reduction in
coding might be expected. RCI in particular helped junior programndng
staff write IDMSprogramsquickly. It did this by eliminating the needfor
muchIDMSDMLand specifically by eliminating the use of 'IDMS-currencies'
and the 'one-currency' bottleneck.
While most field-trial sites were primarily interested in program-
exploitation of CAPS, the increased program/data independenceand the
data-joining relational interface were appreciated by the sites involved.
QUERYMASTERwasused for prototyping ReI usageas intended.
The field-trial sites also commentedfavourably on the short learning-curve
neededfor OOBaL/RCIprogramning. RCI syntax fits with both QUERYMASTER
and OOBOLsyntax; prograrrunersat all levels treated RCI as another file-
handler. One site wrote and successfully ran its first COOOL/ReIprogram
in half-an-hour.
RCI has been extensively exercised in an ICL staff-training workshopwhich
daronstrated RCI in various contexts. RCI rrodules were called from
APPLICATIONMASTERand REPORl'MASTERprogramsand accessed IDMSand RECMAN
files in TP and batch. Experimentswere also carried out to conpare the
performanceof single-phase andmulti-phase RCI searching.
All the sites whoactively field-trialled ReI have expresseda wish to take
RCI on license whenit becanesgenerally available.
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PERFO~ AID SIZIro O1apter6
CAPS-ISP has been integrated into VMEto achieve a radical inprovementin
searching speErl. 'Performance'is the chief goal of the CAFSsystem.
'Ease of design' and 'compatibility/coexistence' are supplementarygoals
ensuring that users can exploit CAPSquickly and easily. Exanplesof such
use are given in Section 4.1.
C~S-ISP creates newopportunities merely by increasing searching speedby
an order of magnitude.Let us supposethat four CAPSenginesare available
on the mainframeand that an 'order of magnitude'equals 'ten'. Then in a
balanced system, information can be retrieved ten times faster and the
numberof end-usersthat can be supportedcan grCMby a factor of forty.
Searches that were not feasible or not cost-effective becomepossible in
batch or evenonline.
In this chapter.we assess the potential/actual perfonnanceof the CAPS
systemand examinethe main parameterswhich affect it. Weconclude with
somebenchmarkresults anda sizing exercise.
Performance-boostis governedby:
1)
2)
3)
the CAFSdata~eli very rate
the CAPScontribution in servicing the end-user's enquiry
the speErlof the non-cAFSservice
The approachtaken in this chapter is to concentrate on simple exanples.
Only in this way can the effect of each factor be appreciated. Weexamine
the performanceof CAPSsearches on a dedicated machineand in the context
of multiprocessactivity. .
6.1 Basic Parameters
CAFSintercepts and filters data as it is channelled fran the disc~rive to
the disc control unit. The following parameterstherefore always affect
the data~elivery speedon a CAFSsystem:
1)
2)
3)
DS - nominaldelivery
BF - blocking-factor;
FF - fragment-factor;
into fragments
PF - packing-factor; the proportionof the data-blocksoccupiedby
the records relevant to the CAPSsearch
rate of the disc-volume involved
the proportion of the track usedby blocks
governedby the division of the CAFS-search
4)
The basic upper limit on searching-speedis therefore:
File-search rate ~ DS * BF * FP Mbytes/sec
Data-delivery rate ~ DS * BF * FF * PF Mbytes/sec
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Other.influences whichwill subtract fran the data-rate as perceived by the
application programor the end-user include:
1)
2)
3)
4)
5)
6)
Headmovementcylinder-to-cylinder
The fragmentation of the file into file-extents
The managementof record buffers in CAFSand mainframe
The effect of the I1Ulltiprogranmingcontext
The front-end effect of a conmunication system
OVerflow in ISAM files
In fact, the total systemserving the end-user's cognitive process is:
I End-user1--) I CDnnwby.tau I --)E] --) I HeadMoverI --) I d1annell
It is not possible to rrodel this total system here concisely or with
clarity. The focus I1Ulstbe on the disc-channel subsystem'server', the
'head Irover' subsystembeing separated as head rrovementis triggered in
parallel with searching.
As with all sizing exercises, it is necessary to define the viewpoint
of the sizer, stating clearly what system is being sized and what
parametersare being considered.
, 6.11 The Disc SpeedDS
For the MOSSfamily of drives, DB =19616 * 60 bytes/sec =1.17696Mb/sec.
The current CAPShardwarewill accoIrodatedisc speedsup to 3.6 Mb/sec.
A BP of 0.939641 is obviously likely and will be taken as 'typical'.
For this value of BF, DS * BF =1.105920 Mb/sec.
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6.12 The Blocking Factor BF
This is the proportion of the disc-track which is used by blocks. It is
determined by the block-si ze as follows.
I
Block Size Blocks/ Bytes/ Blocking
(bytes) track track -factor
2048 9 18432 0.939641
3072 6 18432 0.939641
I4096 4 16384 0.835237
6144 3 18432 0.939641
9216 2 18432 0.939641
18432 1 18432 0.939641
2057 9 18513 0.943770
3155 6 18930 0.965029
4801 4 19204 0.978997
6447 3 19341 0.985981
9739 2 19478 0.992965
'19616 1 19616 1.000000
6.13 The FragmentFactor FF
Each CAFS Se:ITch is broken down into fragments. These will not cross
cylinder boundaries, will not cross file-extent boundariesand will be no
longer than 'N' tracks. 'N' is defined at system set-up time and is
defau).tedto 10.
'N' is chosen to strike a balance between out-and-out CAFS-search
performance and TP-performance interference. The effect of the
fragment-size on CAFS-searchperformanceis shownbelow. If N=l, CAFS
fragmentsare short tasks like current disc-channel tasks~ the effect of
adding a 'CAFS' load to the channel will be the sameas adding a similar
non--cAFSload. If N=10say, the CAFS-searching effect on TP will be
greater. The additive effect on TP response-timesis proportional to Nand
the numberof CAFS-searchesrunning at the time.
The inter-fragment time is an integer numberof disc-revolutions. It does
howevervary even within one CAFS se:ITch on an unrrod.ifiedDCU/2. The
inter-fragment time has beenobservedandaveragedas:
A 1) OCU/2 unmodified:
B 2) bCU/2 with standard IIDdifications:
3) DSC as standard:
3.3 revolutions
2.0 11
2.0 11
The fragment-factor therefore is determinedby whether the disc-control
unit is in state A or B and by the maximumfragmentlength. CAPSfield-
trial sites oPerated in condition A~ B is nowthe normalcondition.
Given DS =1.17696 Mb/sec, BP = 0.939641 and a DSC or IIDdified DCU/2, we
can calculate somefile-search speeds for 'typical' fragment-sizes:
5
10
20
40
File-search
Speed: Mb/s
0.789943
0.921600
1.005382
1.053257
Fragment
Size
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Fragment A B
Size
1 0.232558 0.333333
2 0.377358 0.5
3 0.476190 0.6
4 0.547945 0.666667
5 0.602410 0.714286
7 0.679612 0.777778
8 0.707965 0.8
10 0.751880 0.833333
20 0.858369 0.909091
40 0.923788 0.952381
6.14
6.2
6.21
6.22
The Packing Density PF
RECMANfile blocks and IDMS-pageswill normally not be fully occupied by
data even in the case of a single record-type file:
1)
2)
3)
4)
5)
ISAMfiles are frequently multi-record tyPe
IDMSDBpage-zones/overfloware also frequently multi-record tyPe
Each IDMS-pagehas header/footer information
IPMSareas haveinterspersed space-managementpages
Packing density should by design be less than 100%:
a) to lower overflow frequencyin ISAMand IDMS
b) to avoid space-managementoverheadin IDMS
c) to anticipate changingvolumesin dynamicdata
It is \\Urth noting that these parameters are already intrinsic to
system-layout and system-design. They do not arise because of the
introduction of CAFSandare not aggravatedby CAFS.
I1::Mpacking densities do not subtract fran the value of CAFS. This point
was mentionedearlier [Ch 4]. Unusedfile-space and non-target data-types
are the first examplesof CAPS' effectiveness in filtering out disc-space
which is irrelevant to the search and to any subsequentprocessing.
ResourceUtilisation
Weshould consider here the resources used at design-time and at run-time.
These include computer-systemresource, DP-resourceand end";'useresource.
Design-timeResources
There is an intrinsic limit to the aIIDuntof design effort which should go
into a system. Clearly, the designer cannot contribute to as-yet unident-
ified system requirenents. However, he. will often spend considerable
effort on the Iroreperipheralandvolatile systemfacilities. CAFSrerrcves
this temptation to some extent by making serial searching a viable
alternative to data-retrieval through someconplex access-infrastructure.
End-users are playing a larger role in systemdesign in partnership with DP
staff. CAFStherefore saves both end-userandDP time at the design stage.
Run-timeResources
6.221 Calputer-systan Resources
6.2211The MainframeOCPResource
CAFSwill relieve the OCPof 0-100%of its work in searching and selecting
data. It is not the.case that CAPSeither does nothing or everything.
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A number of benchmarks have been run during the field-trial and these will
help to profile the contribution that CAPS can be expected to make in each
case. These are examined in Section 6.3 below. The working party is
indebted to the field-trial sites for permission to quote these figures.
CAPS has been observed in these trials to save up to 99.94% of the OCP
resource.
6.2212 The Disc-channel Resource
It is not generally appreciated that a search uses less disc-channel
resource with CAPS than without. In a recent typical study on a 9
block/track file, 'channel-occupancy' was halved by the use of CAPS. This
reduction will be achieved because:
1)
2)
whole tracks rather than blocks are scanned at a time
multiprogramming has less effect on head-positioning
6.222 End-user Resources
Elapsed time costs. It costs the organisation in end-user's waiting time;
an executive is probably costing his company £1 per minute.
If the CAPS system is supporting the organisation's interface with the
customer, elapsed time subtracts fran the service offered to the customer.
This means lost business or lost customer-satisfaction which also means
lost business.
Elapsed time costs in the loss of timeliness of the information. It costs
by interrupting rather than supporting the end-user's cognitive process.
6.3 Early Experiences
All results were achieved on 2966 systems with DCU/2s. The DCU/2 modifi-
cation mentioned in Section 6.13 was not available. In all cases, the
CAPS-search fragment was set to be ten tracks. On systems with QCPs less
powerful than the 2966, the benefit of CAFS would be even m:>remarkeCl.
6.31 N:>rth Thames Gas
l'brth Thames Gas ran a number of benchmarks to confirm the basic search-
,power of CAFS and to run a number of CAPS/QUERYMASI'ERscripts in parallel.
The search-power tests were first run on a 3.5Mb ISAM 'Customer' file
containing customer-type records each having a customer-name field. The
queries useCl were:
A)
B)
LIST COOm'WHERECUSTOMER-NAMESTARI'SWITH Al or A2or or As
LIST COOm'WHERECUSl'OMER-NAMECONl'AINS Al and A2 and.. and As
'H' denotes the number of hit-records found in the search.
IS' denotes the number of search-criteria and was varied here fran 1 to 15.
, Rn, denotes the response-time in seconds.
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~ote that with the' STARI'SWITH'query, CAPS-responsetime jumpedwhenthe
nW11berof selection-criteria increased fran 12 (or 14 in fact) to 15. This
is becausethe numberof selection criteria 'OR'd together exceE;rledthe
numberof CAFS-key-channelsavailable.
Under these circumstances, no record could be exc1udErlin a single CAPS
pass. QUERYMASTERtherefore does not attempt to evaluate se1ection-
criteria using the CAFShardwarebut continues to pick out the customer-
records using CAPS.
A more intelligent approach which can be instituted 'manually' is to
trigger two CAPS-searchesusing half of the selection criteria in each
pass; bewarehoweverof generating duplicates by 'hitting' records twice.
In 'production' queries, QUERYMASTERmacros exploiting MAKE, EXl'ENDand
SORI' facilities can be used to advantageto preserve a simple end-user
interface while taking advantageof this two-passapproach.
l'bte that CAPS does not evaluate a 'CONl'AINS' condition. 'CONl'AINS' should
be expressed as 'STARI'SWITH' wherever possible. Nevertheless, CAPS makes
its performance-contribution by picking-out the customer-records which are
here only some1%of the total file content.
There were thcee sets of tests on IDMSXdatabases:
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-OON-CAFS-- -cAFS-- -RE;rluctions-
s H Ra KPLI Rn KPLI Ra PLI
1 30 141 111,110 4.3 341 97% 99.7% \
4 162 146 118,196 4.4 515 97% 99.6%
8 258 149 122,712 4.5 752 97% 99.4% A
12 366 153 126,864 4.6 997 97% 99.2%
15 438 154 129,516 19.7 18,852 87% 85.4% I
1 660 328 453,984 15.4 11,362 95% 97.5% \
4 96 443 674,513 13.9 11,066 97% 98.4%
8 0 468 714,451 14.2 11,753 97% 98.4% B
12 0 482 737,730 14.5 12,456 97% 98.3%
15 0 499 755,199 15.0 12,996 97% 98.3% I
A) 64Mbfile: LIST COON!'WHERESTREEI'STARI'SWITHAl OR ...ORAs
B) 64Mbfile: LIS'E COUN1'WHEREDATA= Dl OR ...OR Ds
C) 315Mbfile: LIST COONI'WHEREDATE= Dl
-OON-CAFS- -----cAFS---- -RErluctions-
s H Rn KPLI Rn KPLI Rn PLI
1 2 237 73,527 81.0 373 66% 99.5% \
4 18 229 73,390 73.0 220 68% 99.7% lA
8 36 229 73,522 72.0 229 69% 99.7% I
1 3 344 135,194 73.0 299 79% 99.8% \
4 35 356 135,477 74.0 1,137. 79% 99.2% IB
8 96 357 135,681 75.0 1,767 79% 98.7% I
1 29 2635 531,549 379.0 499 86% 99.9% \
1 16 5429 1,587,702 366.0 2683 93% 99.8% IC
Here we notice lower factors in the Rn reduction but ocp 1oad-rE;rluction
similar to that in the previous ISAMbenchmarks.
Some concurrency tests were also run by N:>rth Tha.rres Gas. First, the
multiple CAPS/QUERYMASTER scripts and secondly the TP & CAFS/QUERYMASTER
combination:
1 QUERYMASTERnon-cAFS script
1 CAPS/QUERYMASrERscript
3 CAFS/QUERYMASTERscripts
5 CAFS/QUERYMASTERscripts
8912 seconds
379 seconds
896 seconds
1551 seconds
1 TP script
1 TP script with 1 CAFS/QM script running
1 TP script with 5 CAFS/QM scripts running
206 seconds
357 seconds
776seconds
(+ 151")
(+ 570")
Here we can see the overlapping of OCP and disc-channel activity. TP
responses will vary by quantum amounts governed by the number of
CAPS-searches going on. A multiple-I/O TP transaction will find its I/Os
interleaved with the fragments of any present CAFS search. The CAFS-
search-induced delay to the TP task is therefore proportional to the number
of I/Os in the TP task and to the length of the CAFS-search fragment.
6.32 SOuthern Water Authority
The Authority ran a series of tests to confirm the search power of CAFS,
investigate concurrency behaviour, vary the CAPS-fragment si ze and rronitor
performance as the CAPS system developed. Below are the results of
searching a 1.7M-recordISAM file of 63-byte records:
The file had a block size of 2048 bytes and was on an FDS640.
results of varying the CAPS-fragment size for two enquiries:
Here are the
A) LIST CCXJNI' PREV-A
B) LIST TOI'ALWHERESUBJCODE= "***A" AND
(SUBJCODE= "aaaa" to "bbbb" OR SUBJCODE = "eecc"to "dddd"
OR SUBJCODE ="eeee"to "ffff")
----IDN-CAFS--- ----cAFS--- --RErluctions-
s H Rn KPLI Rn KPLI Rn PLI
0 0 12292 11,568,000 137 7,026 98.89% 99.94%
4 ? 5844 6,617,000 139 3,719 97.62% 99.94%
4 ? 7020 8,598,000 205 53,690 97.08% 99.38%
---Enquiry A---- -----Enquiry B-----
Fragment Time in Records/ Time in Records/
Size seconds Secorrl Seconds second
1 400 4351 468 3719
2 251 6934 317 5490
3 210 8288 275 6329
4 176 9889 244 7133
6 154 11301 223 7805
8 140 12432 211 8249
10 133 13086 - -
15 127 13704 208 8368
20 117 14876 - -
40 113 15402 200 8702
Enquiry A's performancecorrelates closely with Section 6.13, column A.
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6.33 CAPS v non- ICL Query SystE:!OS
The figures above all corrpare CAPS/QUERYMASTER with QUERYMASTER alone.
This section illustrates the power of CAPS by comparing it with non-ICL
enquiry systems.
On the 25th January 1984, ICL demonstrated a direct comparison of CAPS and
two IBM-architecture enquiry systems. These were:
ICL 2966 l.lMips CAPS/QUERYMASTER
IBMl 3033-AP 8 Mips EasYtrieve (Pansophic)
IBM2 3081-G 10 Mips Dataquery (Datacom)
OVerall Cost £ 700,000
OVerall Cost £?,???,???
Overall Cost £3,500,000
Three terminals in the PutneyManagementSystemsCentre were linked through
a System25 to the three nainframes in the trial. The System25 rranaged
all protocol natters using C03to ICL andSNAto ooth IBMl and IBM2.
The samefile was established on all three nachines. It was a multi-record
tyPe index-sequentialfile of 23Mband contained some130,000records. ICL
asked each bureau to set up the file in exactly the sameway. In the
event, staff at IBM2 separatedout the different record-types to separate
files giving the effect of a relational database. Thus, while ICL and IBMl
searchedthe whole file, IBM2only searched30,000records.
The sameenquiry was set up on all three terminals. It askedfor a list of
all productswherestock wasabove a thresholdlevel, whereno orders had
been received since a given date, and where various other conditions
prevailed. This is a very typical simple enquiry.
The enquiry was submitted simultaneously on all three systems and a triple
clock on an ICL PC showed the response times for each system. The table
below shows the results together with results logged during the preparation
of the demonstration. The response times in seconds are reasonably
consistent. Mainframe seconds/enquiry (Msc/e) and instructions/enquiry
(Ins/e) were rather more difficult to establish because the three systems
measured this in slightly different ways. It sesns fair however to quote
the figures below. A.gain, the charging systems of the bureaux varied but
the cost per enquiry has been established.
1)
2)
3)
4)
Initial system cost
Seconds of OCP time or MIPS
Secondsof lost executive-waiting time
Chargeper enquiry
It does not matter what success criteria are chosen:
combination scores dramatically.
the CAFS/QUERYMASTER
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Responsetimes (secs) Msc/e Ins/e Cost/enquiry
ICL 49 48 44 49 49 51 47 48: 0.8 0.9 £ 10
IBMl 204 209 220 219 227 219 218 239: 16 128 £???
IBM2 235 138 201 148 183 211 162 184: 33 330 £160
It is possible to measure the resource required for enquiries in terms of:
The demonstrationwas independentlyaudited as a fair comparisonand on
balance the conditions were thought to favour the two IBM systems. In the
opinion of the auditors:
"ICL's CAFSproduct provides significant benefits for an averageuser
perfonning ad-hoc retrievals on a substantial databasewhencompared
to an IBMalternative."
6.4 Disc-01annel SUbsystemQueuingM:Xlels
The question "Howdoes CAFSsearching affect TP" is often asked. Wehave
already given in Section 6.13 abovea simple answerto this question. The
additive effect is proportional to the fragmentsize 'N' and the numberof
CAPS-searchesbeing executedconcurrently.
For example, if a TP-transaction requires 5 I/05, N=10and there is 1
CAPS-task in play, then we can expect that transaction's response-time to
be 5 * 10 * 1 * 0.017 =0.85 secondslonger than if the CAPStask was not
there.
The end-user is likely to be affected moreby the variability of the res-
ponse than by the increased mean-response-timeinduced by CAFS searches.
He will experience the additive rather than the multiplicative effect of
CAPSon his response-times.
Wetherefore add only the fundamental'pint-pot' queuingobservation rather
than the results of a queuiogrrodelor simulation of the disc-channel:
In all queuingsituations, as the load rises to capacity, meanand
variation of responsetime rise hyperbolically (ie dramatically).
6.5 A Sizing Exercise
The next page shows ICL' s prediction of the way CAPS would speed up
QUERYMASTERsearches. It rrodels a 2966/CAFS combination searching a
6k-block FDS160ISAM file with no overflow and encountering no hit records.
The increased performanceavailable from CAPSwill be greater if the nain-
frameis less powerfulthana 2966.
The reader maybe interested to comparethis prediction with the actual
results aboveandwith his ownexperiences.
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6.6 A PSAMBenchmark
The following benchmarkwas run by ICL and de:ronstratesthe way in which
PSAMmovesthe labour of data-searching fromthe OCPto the disc-chartn~l.
The parameter determining the residual work to be done by the OCP is
clearly the hit-rate of the search. No other parametersare thoughto have
a significant effect.
For ccmpletenesshowever,here are the full details of ,the benchmark. A
2966ran a search-only programwhich scanneda 9.5MbISAMfile. The file
consisted of 12069568/80-byte records in 2k blocks in a single extent.
The records were packedat 90%density with no overflow. CAPSsearching
was done via a DaJ/2 with a default CAFS-searchfragment-length of 10
tracks.
Unassisted by CAPS, the program consumed27.295 seconds of OCP-time
regardless of the hit-rate. Via the PSAMinterface, the programperformed
as follows:
As can be seen from the following graph, the results demonstrate a
consistent linear re1ationshiD betweenthe hit-rate and the residual OCP
load. The OCPbreak-e\TeI1rx>intin this case comesat 73%.
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Hit Records Hit rate Mill Time (Secs)
232 0.2% 0.222
5455 4.5% 1.735
8955 7.4% 2.622
13363 11.1% 4.017
19841. 16.4% 5.970
27175 22.5% 7.810
34138 28.3% 9.767
40901 33.9% 12.273
47587 39.4% 13.692
53867 44.6% 16.315
59917 49.6% 17.426
65686 54.4% 20.152
71596 59.3% 21.932
86999 72.1% 26.927
101533 84.1% 31.619
113935 94.4% 36.116
119734 99.2% 37.031
120695 100.0% 37.110
25
IS
10
s
0
0 /0 10 30 40 ~ #'D7fJ " to J(J()
" HITS
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REXXM-1ENDAT1ONSFOR THE FU'lURE Chapter 7
These recommendationscontribute to the initial goals of performance, ease
of design, coexistence and opp:::>rtunity~they also range further afield.
7.1 CAFS/QUERYMASTERFacility Enhancement
Existing computerusers havemadea large investmentin the storage of data
and in programsto access their data. In so doing they havemadefull use
of all the facilities available in existing file handling and database
software products. This operational data will form the basis for rrost
users' decision support developments.
If the existing CAFS/QUERYMASTERsystem is to be an effective componentof
users' Decision Support Systems, several aspects require improvementin the
short term. Most of the following recommendationsare QUERYMASTERspecific
but someof the improvements'comefrom other parts of the CAFS system.
CAFS/QUERYMASTERshould support Hash-randomand Serial RECMANfiles. It
could also provide a read-only interface to 'PDS. A serial-file interface
to CAPSwill also allow CAFS-searching on QUERYMASTERhit-files.
QUERYMASTERshould provide the same user-interface to the variable-length
part of a variable-length record as to the fixed-length part of the record.
QUERYMASTERshould use CAPS-hardwarefacilities for counting and totalling
whereverpossible. These facilities are not currently used whensearching
variable-length ISAM records or 1DMSdatabases. The hit-rate is the
parameterwhich determinesthe addedresponse time: for the auditor, the
hit-rate is usually 100%.
CAFS/QUERYMASTERshould not be affected by relocated and fragmented1DMS
records. It should always provide correct answers at a speed largely
unaffected by the presenceof such records.
QUERYMASTERshould use CAPS to search all data items which can be described
by COBOLP1cruRE clauses. At present it will not deal with floating point
data and there are restrictions on someother numeric data items.
In IDMS data structures it should be possible to use CAFS to search record
and set index blocks. It should also be possible to use these indexes to
limit a CAFS-search to specific pages. This would be useful where further
evaluation of the target-records is neededby CAFS.
As rrore textual data is stored in computersystemsthe potential for large
record sizes will increase. In this context the current QUERYMASTER
record-length restriction of 4k bytes should be increased to at least the
current CAPSrestriction of 32k.
QUERYMAS'l'ERshould exploit CAFSwhenevaluating a 'CONI'A1NS'condition in
the query. This will obviously be done in the case of small data-field by
implementingthe 'CONI'AINS'using elastic and don't-care characters. Can a
CAPSkey-channelsearch in a future version for a string-match in rrorethan
one position in a data-field?
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7.2 Performance
Manyof the aboverecorrmendationsbring a performanceas well as a facility
benefit.
CAFS performs search and selection on physical records at 'hardware'
spee1s; the end-user enquires on virtual records. The data must be stored
in a numberof physical records for reasons of performanceand integrity.
QUERYMASTERjoins together data from several physical records to present
the user with his virtual records. This joining processes is a highly
time-consumingone. .
The recorcmendationhere is that ICL should follow-up CAFSwith hardwareto
replace the software performing the join operation. There have already
beenreferences to such a machinein the ICL Technical Journal [13, 15].
The current CAFS data-retrieval speed is a function of the MOSSdisc
drives. The CAFS hardware itself will support disc speeds of up to
3.6Mb/sec. Disc-speeds above this will require a re-engineering of the
CAFS engine but it is assumedthat the relevant microchip technology is
advancingat a faster rate than the disc technology.
The effect of such improvementsin disc-performance will be to improve
response times for CAFSapplications and to reduce the impactof CAFSuse
on operational support applications. However,Parkinson's law applies. As
increasing volumesof data are held on-line there will be a need for a
significant improvementin performancejust to maintain current levels of
service. This requirementfor muchlarge volumesof data will lead to a
requirementfor rroredisc storage, morechannelsand faster access.
The large user investmentin present generation discs, DCUsand CAPSraises
a requirementfor compatibility in these areas for all newdevelopments.
Newdiscs must be capable of attachmentto existing DCUs; newDCUsmust
support existing discs.
7.3 CoexistenceandControl
It is essential that the user DP departmentbe given the tools to control
the effect of usingCAPSon the high volumetraditional DPwork. It should
be possible to prevent CAFSusers overloading discs or channels used by a
TP service (possibly by use of a priority mechanism).
It should be possible to insist that particular QUERYMASTERaccesses can
only be madewhenCAFS support is available.
Whenusing duplex data it should be possible to constrain CAPSsearches to
one plex while TP reads use the other plex. TP ufdates shoLlld take
priority on both plexes.
It should be possible to change the si ze of the maximumCAFS search-
fragmentrroredynamically than at systemset-up time. The value, currently
defaulted to '10 tracks', should be set according to the workload of the
moment. The pre-emptionof long CAFS-tasks by shorter tasks requiring the
samedisc-channel wouldmakethis less critical.
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End-user queries maytake an unacceptably long time esp~ially if CAPS
makes little contribution. In such cases, the end-user should be warned in
quali tati ve or quanti tati ve terms. QUERYMASTERshould have access, through
the Data Dictionary for exarople, to volumetric data. The end-user should
recei ve comforting signals that his query is being serviced and should be
able to abort the query.
The CAPS end-user should be able to confirm easily that the CAPS-hardware
is operational.
QUERYMASTERshould warn of a possible mismatchof question and answer if it
has a choice of access-paths to IDMS-held data.
7.4 Easeof Design
IDMSdesign involves manyconsiderations, for example:
1) the choice of data-items,.records, page-ranges,areas, files,
disc-volumesanddisc-channels
the mappingof data-items to r~ords to page-rangesetc.2)
Data-definitions, togetherwith data and transaction volumesand response-
cost criteria are the input-data for physical-database optimisation. The
lack of algorithms for optimising a full database-designmayexplain the
lack of design-tools.
The design phase howeveris becomingan increasingly dominantphase of
syste:n-development~ause implementation is now rrore automated. CAPS
merely introduces a fewmoredesign d~isions.
Design-tools such as the DRAGONsystem [11] are nowwelcomeand further
applications of knowledge-engineeringt~hnology are anticipated. These
mustnaturally interface to DDS.
7.5 Other CAPS-interfaces
QUERYMASTERis the first available interface to the CAPS hardware. The
'VME Statement of Direction' of November'83 [9] anticipates the provision
of the RSI and PSAMinterfaces in VME8.11, part of SV211.
The general availability of the CAPS/COBaLinterface RCI is eagerly I
awaited; interfaces to APPLICATION MASTER, DDS, PDS, REPORI'MASTER,text
and office products will also be vital in the future.
CAPS will be required wherever significant quantities of data are stored.
In a distributed network this could be on mainframes, (2900 and, later,
ESTRIEL) on distributed mainframes <DMl) and on file servers associated
with local networks JDRS, PER2).
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7.6 FutureEnvirorments
Newdata structures will undoubtedlyemergeas the storageof text and
digitised voice/image is integrated with the storage of traditional
computtngdata. It is essential that CAFS keeps in step with these.
developments. Newdocmnentstorage-format and international character-set
standardswill also haveto be considered.
To achieve this lCL will needa co-ordinated approachto all developments,
in both har.dwareand software. This approachwill needto cover not only
in-hoQse ptoducts but must also be applied to collaborative ventures at a
very early stage.
7.7 Other HardwareEngines
The use of hardware engines to provide new or improvedfacilities is
undoubtedly a sound concept, as is the philosophy of transparent
implementation supporting standard language features and existing
interfaces. Generic processes first identified in software will be
implementedin hardware; parallelism such as that found in CAPSwill be a
key feature. Other areas where this technique could be applied in the
future are:
1)
2)
Digitisation andcompressionof voice/imagedata
Recognitionand translation of alphanumericcharacters embeddedin
digitised data
Processing of digitised data by comparisonof content
Graphical display of data
Support for file transfers across a distributed network, including
translation for alien data formats (e.g. fran wordprocessors) and
provision of an integrity mechanism.
3)
4)
5)
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FEIDBACK Chapter 8
This is the first report produced by the ICLCUACAPSSIG Working Party.
The working party intends to continue its leading-edge role with ICL's help
and collaboration. It intends to produce a second report which will report
on the field use and facilities of the CAFS systemat the SV20l, SV2ll and
SV2l2 levels.
8.1 FeedbackRequest
You, the reader, have an oppJrtunity to dire:t and help the working party's
efforts. Let us know, for example:
1) if you would like to join the working-party itself
2) howyou are currently using CAPS and what your own impressions are
3) how you plan to use CAFS
4) what information you would like from the CAFS SIG or from ICL
5) your views of this report
6) howyou would like to see the CAFS system developed
7) if you are a memberof the CAFSSIG .
8) if you would like to become(or nominate) a memberof the CAFS SIG
8.2 FeedbackFonn
Please use the inserted form or copy the next pageto input to the CAFSSIG
working party. The form is not the basis for a CAFSquestionnaire but the
answerswill help to give the right context for your key conments.
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Please return this form to:
Guy Haworth, ICL (CAPS), Kings House, 33 Kings Rd., READIN:; RGl 3PX
Name: Job Title:
Company: ICL Representative:
Address: Telephone Number:
Business:
Computer System (s) (OCPs, main/backing store, CAPS/non-CAFS channels):
Comnents for the ICLCUA CAFS SIG ~rking Party:
I
I
I
I
I
d
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GWSSARY of AcroNYMS arx1TERMS
ADRAM
P,,\1
AV
AVM
BCS
13F
CAFS
CME
DCM
DCU/2
DDS
DME
DML
DP
DS
DSC
EDS
FDS
FF
ICICUA
IDMS
ISAM
ISP
KC
LED
MIP
OCP
PDS
PF
PLI
PSAM
QM
RAM
OCI
RffMAN
RM
RP
RSI
ID
RV
SCL
SID
SIG
srcc
fN
'!ME
TNF
TPMS
UFID
VME
Alien DataRecordAccessMethod
~pplication Master
Application view (RCD
Application virtual Machine
British ComputerSociety
Blocking Factor
Oontent-addressableFilestore
OoncurrentMachineEnvironment
Disc ControlModule
Disc Oontrol Unit
Data Dictionary System
Direct MachineEnvironment
Data ManipulationLanguage(CODAS'iL,IDMS)
Data Processing
Disc Speed
Decision SupportOontroller
Exchangeable-discstore
Fixed-disc store
FragmentFactor
ICL CbmputerUsers' Association
Integrated DataManagementSystem
Index Se:;JUentialAccessMethod
Information SearchProcessor
Key Channel
Logical FormatUnit
Misleading Indexof Performance
Order CodeProcessor
Personal Databa.seSystem
packingFactor
programmingLanguageInstruction
pre-selective AccessMechanism
Querymaster
RecordAccessMethod
Relational CAPSInterface
RecordManager
Reportmaster
Retrieval Processor
Restricted SystemInterface
Retrieval Unit
RelationalView (RCI)
SystemControl Language
SearchEvaluation Unit
Special Interest Group
SET-cAFS-CRITERIA(SCLfor PSAM)
SystemVersion (softwareset)
Transaction MachineEnvironment
Third NormalForm
'TransactionProcessingManagementSystem
Unified Fixed andExchangeableDisc Controller
virtual MachineEnvironment
(= DCU/2 or DSC DCM)
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ICL
CAFS-ISP is an intelligenthardware-basedsearchingengine,available
withICL:s2966familyofcomputersandoperatingwithintheVME
environment.Itusescontent-addressingtechniquesto performfast
searchesofdataortextstoredondiscs;allfieldsareequallyaccessible
as searchkeys.Softwareinthemainframegeneratesa searchtask;the
CAFS-ISPhardwareperformsthesearch,andreturnsthehitrecordsto I
themainframe.Becausespecialhardwareis used,thesearchingprocess
isverymuchmoreefficienthansearchingperformedbyanysoftware
method.
CAFS
Information Search
Processing
Contentaddressing
Fastsearching
16keychannels
Preciseor fuzzymatching
Booleanlogic-AND, OR, NOT
and Quorumlogic
Countsandtotals
Finds maximumand/or
minimumvaluesof a stored
dataitem
Indexsequentialand serial files
Searches IDMS and IDMSX
databases
Dataandtext
Host Mainframe
Disc Drives
Retrieved Information
RawData
CAFS Information Search Processing
Disc Controllers
CAFS-ISP can be attachedtotheDisc
ControlModule (DCM) ofeithera DCU2
or a DSC disc controller.A DCU2 can
have1or 2 DCMs, each ofwhichmay
havean associatedCAFS-ISP module;
inthiscase theDCMs are mountedon
one platter,withtheCAFS-ISPs on an
adjacentplatter.A DSC consistsof
1 DCM with1CAFS-ISP on thesame
platter;an extensionmodulewith
anotherDCM and CAFS-ISP may
occupya second platter.(A platter
occupies one half-cabinet.)
A singleprocessorcan supportup to6
CAFS-ISPs; a dualcan haveup to8.
Discs
CAFS-ISP can be used withthe ICL
EDS80 exchangeabledisc drivesorthe
FDS160and FDS640 fixeddisc drives.
These driveshavea peakdatatransfer
rateof 1.2megabytespersecond,and
can be searchedbyCAFS-ISP at nearly
1 megabytepersecond.
Data
CAFS-ISP can be usedtosearchdata
of conventionalformatin ICL Serialand
IndexSequentialfiles,as wellas in
IDMS and IDMSX databases.Tomake
textdirectlysearchablebyCAFS-ISP an
additionaldata-type-'self-identifying
format'-is introduced;textinthisformat
can be includedinanyrecord.
Logical Format Unit (LFU)
This unit scans the incoming data as it
arrives from the disc drives, and
identifies critical points such as the start
of a database page, the startof a record,
the startof a relevant field. Italso
interprets the structure of text in self-
identifying format. By passing control
signals to the other units it instructs
them where to find the elements
appropriate for searching and retrieval.
Key Channels (KCs)
16 KCs are available. Their function is
to match the user's selection criteria
against the values in target records. A
search task is assigned an appropriate
number of KCs, each of which is
preloaded with one search criterion.
Under control of the LFU, all KCs scan
the data stream independently and in
parallel. As each relevant field is located
the KC compares the user's target value
with the value found in the record,
storing the result «, =, or » for
subsequent evaluation. Each KC can
also be used to test whether itstarget
field is present in a target record or not.
Masks can be used to exclude irrelevant
bits or characters from the comparison
process, giving a very powerful 'fuzzy
matching' capability.
Search Evaluation Unit (SEU)
The SEU decides whether or not a
record is a 'hif, based on the stored
findings of the KCs. The evaluation may
use boolean logic, or quorum logic, or a
combination of both. In boo lean mode,
individual KC findings are linked with
the right mix of ANDs, ORs, and NOTs to
give a definite decision on whether a
record qualifies. In quorum mode a
record can be adjudged a hit if it
satisfies any m out of n conditions.
Combining the modes allows records to
be selected on a mixture of mandatory
and optional conditions.
Retrieval Unit (RU)
The RU retrieves either complete hit
records or specified fields out of such
records. Itextracts these from the data
stream under the joint control of the
LFU-which informs itwhere relevant
fields are to be found-and the SEU-
which tells itwhich records are hits.
RetrievalProcessor (RP)
The RP controlsthestorein which
extracteddatais held pendingtransfer
tothehostmainframe.Itcan also
performsome post-retrievalfunctions,
such as:
0 countinghitrecords;
0 totallingspecifiedfields;
ofinding maximumor minimumvalues;
0 discardingdatawhichaftertotallingis
notrequiredto be returnedtothehost.
When anysuchfunctionshavebeen
performed,theRP returnstheselected
informationtothehost.
For furtherinformationcontact
InternationalComputersLimited
WorldHeadquarters
ICLHouse.Putney
LondonSW151SWEngland
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continuous and published informahon may not be
up to date. n is important to check the current
posnion with !CL This document is not part of a
contract or licence save insofar as may be
expressly agreed.
Produced and published by
ICL Group Communication DMsion. Putney.
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inkof allthe
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k how all that data
,wing every minute of
IY, And how the more
m you canstore,the
it is to retrieve.
at is why ICl have developed
a system to searchthrough dataat
breathtaking speed.
The system is called CAFS. The
letters stand for Content Addressable
File Store, but its full name isCAFS-ISP.
That stands for Information Search
Processor.
CAFSwon't just fmd a needle in a
haystack.Sometimesyoumightnot
know exactly whatyou'relookingfor,
so you canaskCAFSto castits net wi.der.
It'scalled"Fuzzy Matching:'Which is
why CAFScanfmd a noodle ina hatrack,
if you so.desire.
Thisabilityto sift throughto the
right information is already proving
invaluableto CAFSusers.
North Thames Gas, for example,
havefoundthatCAFScomesup with
e
rac
therightansweruptothirtytimesfaster designedto meethegrowinginfor-
thantheirnon-CAFSequipment. mationneedsof yourcompany.The
CAFSis nowinusebyawide systemmakesmallerdemandsonyour
rangeof localauthoritiesandutilities, computingpower,andisnowavailable
andasteadilyincreasingumberof on mostICl mainframecomputers.
privatesectorcompaniesin the retail, CAFShasalreadymadenoticeable
manufacturing,andserviceindustries. improvementso theproductivity
Asyoumayhavegatheredbynow, of manyorganisations,andisproving
CAFS-ISPis unique.Thereisliterally extremelyprofitableto them.
no fasterway of retrievingdata.Yet it Butbewarned.The Inland
isjustoneofthemanyrecent Revenueareusing .
CLtechnologicalinnovationsfrom ICl CAFStoo. IWe shouldbetalkingtoeachother.
fOR MOREINfORMATIONON CAfS-ISP ORANY OTHERICLSYSTEMS,CONTACT INfOPOINT ON FREEFONEICL.
M .I c h a I BYWATERe
TheThmt Will Out
WHEN thedogbarks,whenthecat howls,whenthe eyeballsungumandsee"WeCanEvenFind A NoodleIn a Hatrack"
gazingfrom the cheappulpy matutinal
newsprint,thenaturalassumptionis that
thebrainhasyettosurface.Wrong.Whatit
meansis thatthebrightsparksatICL com-
putershavecomeup witha meansof get-
tingtherightansweroutof yourcoIhputer
evenifyouaskthewrongquestion,spellthe
namebackwardsorturnblueanddieatthe
keyboard.Withawhirrandableep,primev-
al fearsareoncemoreunleashed.
Whatfears?Of menoutthere,writingit
all downin greasylittlebooks;meningrub-
byflanneltrouserswithbinocularspressed
to theirred-rinunedeyeswhoringup the
officefromtheirCortina,andsaythingslike
"It is Mister Fanshawhere, is that Mr
Bywater,Mr M.KH. Bywater...?As you
havefailedto..."
Hownasty.Howunutterablyhonid.The
instinctis to bellowdownthe telephone:
"Howdareyoucallyourself'Mister'?You're
not entitledto that honorific.Go to hell,
scumbag! And anyway, this isn't Mr
Bywater;he'sdead,youandyoursortkilled
him with your telephonecalls and plain
brownenvelopesandstupidquestionsand
liesaboutbillsandblondesandagreements
andoverdrafts,hecouldhavebeenoneof
thegreatones,hecould,giventime,have
grownamoustacheandbuggeredofftothe
GilbertIslands,butyouwouldn'tgivehima
chance..." .
. .. but it wouldn'tdo anygood;it'sall
down in the little book,readyto be tele-
phonedovertosomepimplydraggle-haired
frippetcalledJanine or Torvill,who will
typeit intothemachinewhereit staysfor
everor untilit is retrievedbysomebrood-
ingglobof malevolence,whicheveris first.
Onefightsback,afterone'sfashion.
One has certain venial little misde-
meanoursat one'scommand.Nothingso
outmodedas the falsebeard,blue spec-
taclesandslouchhathere;newtechnology
deJllandsnewweapons,thedateof birth
finedin, now Americanstyle,now Euro-
pean;the PreviousAddressIf LessThan
ThreeYearsalteredslightlybutsignificant-
ly fromformtoform;thepostalcoderecal-
ledinjust thewrongorder,thenamespelt
differentlyoneachcreditcard,Thankyou,
Mr N.K. H.Bowater,thatwill donicely.
Nothing,you understand,thatwouldn't
stand up in Court, my memory,your
Honour,no, I reallycan'tunderstandit, I
supposethegirlsatHeadOfficemusthave
misreadmyhandwriting,NichaelTywater
of Pinch magazine,how silly,haha,all a
misunderstandingof course,no deception
intended,thefactthatournamesareonthe
sameregistrationcard of coursedoesn't
meanthatwecheckedin atthesametime,
theroomnumbermustbewrong,ohdear,I
shallcertainlysue,defilingthememoryof
mydeadbrotherlikethat.What?I claimed
hewaskilledatBloemfontein?Nononono
no, died of spruewhile sellingBakelite
butt-buffersto the Flemish infantry at
Floem Beinton,good market,generous
commission,opportunitytoproceedupthe
managementladderwereit notforatragic
clericalerror,yeshedid leavealotofdebts
andangryhusbandsbutnothingtodowith
me,understandableconfusionbut I don't
reallyseewhatI cando.
Notanymore.
Usedtobeatimewhencomputerswere
literal,GIGOwe calledit,GarbageIn Gar-
bageOut,a comfortinglittlealgorithmto
murmurasonecrouched,blotto,beneath
windowlevel,crawlingfromwrit to sum-
monspastthebit wherethe Sherendale
escritoireusedto be beforetheytook it
away,did I saySherendale,mymistake,I
meantHienzBakedBanes,it'sall we eat
nowsincethegaswascutoff.
By mistake.
Becausenow theyhaveFuzzySearch,
whichsoundslike somethingtheBrixton
Policemightuseandin factis.All sounds
jolly cosy(Wecanevenfinda noodlein a
hatrack,ho ho, aren'twe lovablerustic
types,ourgleamingrednosesall readyto
pokeintootherpeople'sbusinessbutonly
in fun ofcourse,nothingsinisterhere,no
needto worry,just buy!buy!buy!perse-
cute!muckrake!hounddown!)butwhatit
meansin shortis that,if youwantto lay
downasmokescreen,you'regoingto have
to lielikemad.
Don'tpretendyouhaven'thoughtit all
out while lyingin the darkeneddrawing
room with legalsealson your sleepless
eyelids,ignoringthedoorbell.Don'ttellme
thatyouhaven'tsatthere,nightafternight,
doing pathetic "accounts" which are
nothingmorethana list of your ghastly
liabilitiesput in alphabeticalorder and
boundin a speciallegalisticfolderwhich
hasplungedyouanother£5.57furtherinto
debt.I knowtheinteriormonologuewhich
pertainsontheseoccasions. . '
.. .lflcanfend offtheGasforsix weeks
thenthechequefrom theinsurancecom-
pany will arrive providing they don't
noticethatI'veputtwo''L"sin Rolexwhich
shouldfoolthecomputerintonotdiscover-
ing thatI've alreadyclfimedfor it and
anywaythefalse receiptwill fool it, any-
way,theyalwayscheckthePostCodefirst,
and thenI canpayoffthefurniturepeople
andthenI cangetanAccesscardbecauseif
I spellmynameBrawn insteadof Brown
theywon'tfindall thoseoutstandingjudge-
mentdebts,butthey'regoingtowritetothe
Bank aren'ttheythey'regoingtowrite to
thebloodybloodybloodyBank, they'llsay
theyhaven'tgota customercalledBrawn,
but thentheaddressis right, nearly. . .
maybetheBank'lljust assumeit's a spell-
ing error,thenI canhaveanAccesscard
and takeoutcashontickandpaythebills
and thenit'll all beaUright becausethis
timenextyearthingsshouldbeokayif I
can getrid of thatbloodySandra Oboe,
she'scostingmeafortuneandI'mSUTeMr
Oboe'sgettingsuspicious,I shouldn'thave
given my mother-in-law'saddresswhen
we checkedinto thehotel,I'm sure that
littleblokewasfoUowingme,0 God0 God
OGod...
And it won'twork anymore,anyof it,
becausenexttimeyouspellyourselfSmoth
or Jines or Frad Bleggsthe computeris
goingtoclick,whirring,intoCAFS(Content
AddressableFile Store)andcomeup with
all thealternativepeopleyoumightbe or
havepretendedtobe,andthenwherewill
you be?Tell too big a lie and the cross-
checkswill breakdown.Noway out.Only
onethingfor it.
(Lorchestowerdsbittleof Glinfeddoch
and tikes hoge sweg, in vain hipe thit
nabedy nutices, but it's too late. The
machinehas locked on. Outside in the
thickeningduskmeninraincoatsprodtheir
pocketcomputersand transmitvaluable
datadowntheRS232ASCII TTY Modern,
wastingnot a second in filing that all-
importantinformationwhich in today's
fast-pacedworld of sneaking,spyingand
skilldoggerycouldmakeall thedifference
betweenescapeanddetection.All-innocent
of the tragedyunfurlingwthin the pre-
cincts.of 27 Acacia Mansionsl21Acaica
Masnions/72Accaico Mensions,Mrs San-
draOboetripslightlyup thepath,sparing
not a glancefor the threemencrammed
intothetelephone~ioskfightingto plugin
theirdatalines.Sheknocksonthedoorof
number27121/72.No answer.Letsherself
in.
Ohhorror.Dependingfromtheingenious
antlersonthewallare (a) a Homburg;Cb)
anoldgreasytrilby,pepperedwithStrand
cigaretteburns;(c) the hopelessgreying
corpseof herillicit beloved."Ohyounoo-
dle!"sheweepsfondly,"I neverthoughto
findyou in a hatrack!"whichjust goesto
show that computerswill neverbeatus
humanswhen it comesto thereal thing.) ~
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